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Housing Element
Introduction
2400

The housing element of the general plan examines the success of the previous
housing element, the need for and status of housing in the town, constraints on the
provision of housing, and sites available for housing. Building on this foundation,
the element sets forth the goals and policies of the town with regard to housing
and establishes programs to increase the supply of housing, and especially
affordable housing, in the town. This version of the housing element is an update
and revision of the housing element which was first adopted by the Town of Portola
Valley in 1969.

2401

The element also responds to the state requirements for housing elements as set
forth in Government Code Section 65580 et seq. Accordingly, this revision of the
element addresses Portola Valley’s share of regional housing need as determined
by the San Mateo County subregion allocation process for the 2014-2022 planning
period.

2402

The element begins with an evaluation of the current housing element, which was
adopted in 2009. Many programs from that element have been continued into the
current housing element. Most of the continued programs have been updated and
changed in response to situations the town has encountered over the years in
implementing the programs.

2403

Next is a detailed examination of population, employment and housing conditions
and trends in Portola Valley. The primary findings of this section are that there is a
need for additional affordable housing for the elderly and for people who work in
town.

2404

The constraints analysis looks at both governmental and nongovernmental
constraints. There are a number of constraints, including necessary subdivision and
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zoning standards, infrastructure and public service constraints, construction costs,
and the extremely high cost of land in town. The high land cost in particular makes
it unlikely that any nonprofit housing developer would be able to produce
affordable housing, or even a mixed income development, if the developer had to
pay the full land cost. As a result, this element includes programs that are intended
to mitigate or work around this constraint.
2405

In the site inventory section, information is provided on sites available for
development in town. The land available for development is limited by factors such
as the San Andreas fault, steep slopes and landslides. This section demonstrates
that, as a result of the town’s housing programs, there are sufficient sites available
for housing to meet the town’s share of the regional housing need.

2406

The town’s goals and policies for housing development in town are then presented,
followed by detailed descriptions of the programs and quantified objectives
included in the element. The action plan then summarizes the actions the town will
need to take to implement the programs and describes the expected results.

2407

This housing element includes seven programs:
1) Inclusionary Housing
2) Affiliated Housing
3) Second Units
4) Shared Housing
5) Fair Housing
6) Energy Conservation and Sustainability
7) Explore Future Housing Needs and Potential Housing Programs
Finally, an Action Plan at the end of the element spells out the steps that need to be
taken in order to implement the program, and when each step should occur during
the remainder of the 2014-2022 planning period.

Public Participation
2408

During the housing element update process, the town posted information on the
town’s website, held 10 advertised and open study sessions on various portions of
the housing element, distributed information through the Town’s e-Notification
system to anyone who expressed an interest in housing, mailed postcards to all
town residents, and posted information on the Portola Valley Forum, an active list
serve with over 2,300 members.
Town staff also participated in the 21 Elements housing element efforts in San
Mateo County. This included attending panel discussions focusing on developers,
housing advocates and funders, special needs and sustainability. In addition,
information about the town’s housing element update process was provided to
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local housing advocates and stakeholders through the 21 Elements list serve and
more widely to the stakeholder list developed by the 21 Elements effort.
The draft housing element has been available at Town Hall and at the library, as
well as on the website. Town residents and others interested in housing in Portola
Valley have had the opportunity to comment both at meetings and in writing.
Comments provided at the public study sessions were used to refine the Goals and
Policies section and the Programs section of the 2014 Housing Element in
particular.
Consistency with Other General Plan Elements
2409

This element and the adopted elements of the General Plan have been compared
for consistency. At the same time that the Housing Element is adopted, Section
2106e of the Land Use Element will be updated to reflect the revised name and
Section number for the Affiliated Housing Program. No other conflicts with the
other General Plan elements were found. Any other elements of the General Plan
that are amended during the planning period will be drafted to be consistent with
this housing element.
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Evaluation of 2009 Element
2410

Portola Valley’s current housing element was adopted in 2009. The element has
thirteen programs, which are described and analyzed below.

Program 1: Inclusionary Housing Requirements
2411

This program requires that 15% of the lots in new subdivisions be deeded to the
town for affordable housing. Each lot can be developed with two to four housing
units. The lots are to be improved and ready for development as an integral part of
the subdivision. As an incentive, a density bonus of 10% is also provided.
Subdividers of sites with fewer than seven lots pay a fee in lieu of providing a lot,
while subdividers of sites with seven or more lots pay a fee for fractional lots.
These in-lieu fees are placed in a restricted fund titled the Inclusionary Housing InLieu Fund for affordable housing programs and projects.

2411a

In 2009, the Town held title to four lots in the Blue Oaks subdivision which had
been provided to the Town for below market rate, moderate income housing, but
had been unable to find a developer to build the units. The housing element called
for the Town to explore two options: 1) building the homes on the lots, or 2) selling
the lots and using the funds to acquire another site in town. The intention was for
the eight moderate income units to be built by the end of the planning period.

Status
2411b

To implement this program, the Town first considered the constraints that
developers had noted concerning development of the lots. These constraints
included the small size of the project, the hilly topography of the lots, and the
somewhat remote location of the lots. The Town also looked at a number of
potential sites, but found that most were constrained by either availability or cost.

2411c

In August 2012, the Town entered into a purchase contract for a 1.68 acre, mostly
flat former plant nursery located at 900 Portola Road, on one of the major roads in
town. The Town’s intent was to partner with an affordable housing developer to
build approximately 8-12 moderate income units on the property. The purchase
contract had two major contingencies: 1) that the Town be successful in selling the
four lots in the Blue Oaks subdivision that had been deeded to the Town for
construction of below market rate housing units; and 2) that the property owner of
900 Portola Road provide a release from the County of San Mateo that hazardous
materials contamination on the property was properly remediated by December
19, 2012. The Town was able to sell the lots in the Blue Oaks subdivision, as is
discussed below, but the contingency for a closure letter relative to the hazardous
materials remediation could not be met. The contract lapsed on December 21,
2012 due to uncertainty as to when the closure letter could be obtained. As of May
2014, the County had not yet issued a letter of closure for the property. It is now
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the Town’s understanding that the property owner and another party have entered
into a purchase agreement for the site and the Town is not actively pursuing the
purchase of this property.
2411d

As was mentioned earlier, the other contingency was for the Town to be able to sell
the Blue Oaks inclusionary housing lots, and this was completed. This involved
amending the Planned Unit Development Agreement for the subdivision,
processing a lot line adjustment to create two larger lots out of the four smaller
inclusionary housing lots, and finally selling the lots. The sale closed on December
12, 2012 and resulted in the Town receiving $2,790,096 net of closing costs, which
was deposited in the Town’s Inclusionary Housing In-Lieu Fund.

2411e

Because of the sale of the Blue Oaks lots, the difficulties in attempting to purchase
900 Portola Road, the upcoming Housing Element Update, and the desire to build
community consensus for future affordable housing efforts, the Town Council
created an Ad-Hoc Housing Committee (AHHC) early in 2013. The AHHC was
charged with developing an affordable housing mission statement for the town
along with criteria for considering potential affordable housing programs and sites.
The AHHC completed their work in May and their report was reviewed by the Town
Council in June 2013. The Town Council accepted the report and forwarded it to
the Planning Commission for consideration in drafting this 2014 Housing Element
Update. The report is available on the Town’s website.

2411f

To summarize, the Town worked to implement this program during the planning
period and was able to make progress by determining that construction of below
market rate units at the Blue Oaks location would not be feasible and selling the
lots. The Town attempted to purchase an alternative site but was not able to do so
because of hazardous materials issues that could not be resolved in a timely way.
As a result, the Town currently has a total of $2,873,992 in its in-lieu housing fund.
As called for in Program 7 of the 2014 Housing Element, the Town will be working
to determine the best appproach to using these funds to provide affordable
housing to serve, at a minimum, eight moderate income households. This housing
would be provided in addition to the housing allocated to the Town for the 20142022 planning period.

Program 2: Multifamily Housing
2412

This program allows multifamily housing to be built on three sites in town: the
Sequoias, the Priory School, and the Stanford Wedge. Seven housing units have
been built at the Priory School through this program, and eleven more have been
authorized there under the Priory’s adopted master plan.

2412a

As was set forth in the adopted 2009 housing element, the town would monitor this
program, work with the Priory towards construction of their authorized housing
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units, and also continue to discuss the program with representatives of both the
Sequoias and Stanford.
Status
2412b

The Priory School has been working on implementing its master plan as funds allow.
The school has not yet built the eleven housing units authorized by the master plan,
but school representatives have stated that the school does still intend to construct
the housing, although they may first want to amend the master plan to change the
location of the housing, among other things. In any case, these units are still
authorized through the approved master plan and could be built when the Priory
desires to do so.

2412c

Town staff has met with staff at the Sequoias to discuss the possibility of building
affordable employee housing on their land and to express town support for the
idea. The staff at the Sequoias are going to explore this option with the non-profit
management agency and residents.

2412d

Stanford University has expressed no interest in developing the Stanford Wedge
parcel, and staff have been told that there are currently no plans for the parcel.

2412e

This update of the housing element continues the multifamily housing program
with no modifications.

Program 3: Second Units
2413

This program allows second units to be constructed throughout most of the town
on lots one acre or larger in size. The 2009 called for the town to take four actions
to further encourage second units and increase production so that a total of 34
second units would be permitted during the planning period. The four actions
were:
1. Allow staff-level approval of second units created by converting space on the
first floor of an existing home;
2. Allow staff-level approval of second units that are 400 square feet or smaller
that do not require a site development permit for grading or tree removal;
3. Develop a second unit manual for homeowners and make it available at
Town Hall and on the town’s website.
4. Increase publicity about second units.

Status
2413a

The town has carried out all four of these actions. In January 2011, the zoning
ordinance was amended to allow staff level approval for units created by
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converting space on the first floor of an existing home, and also for units 400
square feet in size or smaller. The second unit manual is complete and was posted
on the town’s webpage in February 2012. Additional information has been added
to the town’s website about second units, and a handout about second units has
been created and is available at Town Hall.
2413b

The table below shows the number of second units that were projected in the
housing element compard to the actual number of permits issued each year:
Year
2008 (6 months)
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014 (6 months)
TOTAL

2nd Units Projected
2.5
4.9
6
6
6
6
3
34

2nd Units Permitted
1
3
8
5
4
8
3 (to date)
32

2413c

The number of second units permitted has been variable, but the total number of
second units permitted is only two less than the number that was projected in the
2009 housing element. The average over the past five years, not including 2014 is
5.3 units per year, which is less than the target of 6 units per year, but it does
appear that the number of applications for second units are increasing.

2413d

Second units appear to be a very effective way of providing affordable housing in
Portola Valley. This is probably due to a couple of reasons. First, second units are
generally smaller and therefore more affordable. Second, second units are often
used as housing for elderly relatives who may have low incomes, or for staff who
work at the primary residence. As Portola Valley’s population continues to age,
second units may be a desirable way for older residents to remain in town, since
they can rent out one of the homes to relatives or caretakers while living in the
other. Second units are also the only type of affordable housing that is likely to be
provided in Portola Valley by market forces, without a significant subsidy. This
housing element therefore continues the second units program and adds
components to the program to further encourage second units in the town.

Program 4: Waiver of Fees
2414

This program called for the town to amend its fee ordinances to allow fees to be
waived for projects that dedicate at least 50% of units for people with moderate
incomes or below.
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Status
2414a

The zoning ordinance was amended to include a fee waiver provision in January
2011.

Program 5: Shared Housing
2415

The town has encouraged residents to participate in the Human Investment Project
(HIP) shared housing program for many years. This program matches people
looking for housing with people who wish to rent rooms in houses they own. The
quantified objective for this program was to place two to three low or very low
income persons in houses in the town each year, for a total of 10-15 persons
placed.

Status
2415a

The town continues to encourage participation in the shared housing program. HIP
Housing has conducted some outreach in town, including sending information to
churches, schools, and Town Hall. The organization also presented information
about the program at a Town Council meeting in January 2014. Approximately 3
town residents call HIP Housing each year to ask about the program.

2415b

Information on participation was available starting in 1995. Two housing providers
signed up to participate in the program in the four years from 1995 to 1999 and
were matched with housing seekers. During that same time period, five other town
residents who were looking for shared housing signed up with the program and
were placed in housing outside the town. Between 2000 and 2008, two housing
providers signed up for the program, and one was matched with a housing seeker.
In addition, seven residents from Portola Valley were assisted with finding housing.
From 2009 through 2013, eight Portola Valley residents and nine people who were
employed in the Town were screened for participation. Two residents and one
employee were able to find housing through the program.

2415c

Because of the relatively high number of older residents living in town who may
have homes larger than they need, this program seems like a good match for the
town. The town will continue this program and will work with HIP Housing to
provide information about the program to residents. Even though participation is
low, this program does appear to address a need in the town.

Program 6: Emergency Shelters
2416

This program called for the town to develop and adopt a zoning ordinance
amendment to comply with SB 2.
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Status
2416a

The zoning ordinance was amended to include provisions allowing emergency
shelters in January 2011.

2416b

The town continues to believe that homelessness, like most housing problems,
needs to be addressed on a regional basis. As a result, the town has been involved
in several regional housing efforts, including HEART (Housing Endowment and
Regional Trust) of San Mateo County.

Program 7: State-Required Density Bonuses
2417

The 2009 housing element stated that the town would develop and adopt an
ordinance to implement state density bonus law.

Status
2417a

The Town Council adopted an implementation ordinance on May 14, 2014.

Program 8: Fair Housing
2418

The town provides information about fair housing services that Project Sentinel
provides under the terms of a contract with San Mateo County.

Status
2418a

Staff at Project Sentinel say that there have been minimal inquiries about fair
housing issues in the town, and that discrimination and landlord-tenant problems
do not appear to be significant issues in Portola Valley.

Program 9: Removal of Constraints to Housing for People with Disabilities
2419

The 2009 housing element identified several constraints to housing for people with
disabilities and called for four changes to be made to the town’s zoning ordinance,
as well as adoption of a reasonable accommodations ordinance. The four changes
were:
1. Allow residential facilties for six or fewer people by right, and ensure that the
standards for these facilities are the same as for single family homes, as
required by state law;
2. Allow group homes with seven or more people in the C-C and A-P zoning
districts with a conditional use permit;
3. Update the definitions for residential facilities, group homes, and similar uses
based on the state’s definitions for these uses and the state’s revised definition
of “disability;” and
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4. Allow access ramps to extend into required yards beyond what is currently
permitted, and allow associated railings to be at least 42 inches in height to be
consistent with Title 24.
Status
2419a

These zoning amendments were adopted in January 2011, and the reasonable
accommodations ordinance was added to the town’s zoning code at the same time
as Chapter 18.11.

Program 10: Housing Impact Fee
2420

In order to provide more resources for housing, the 2009 housing element called
for the town to study the possibility of adopting a housing impact fee.

Status
2420a

This work was delayed first to allow the completion of a comprehensive update of
all planning, engineering and building fees in 2012 and then to allow staff time to
be focused on the attempt to purchase a site for the inclusionary housing program
and then to support the Ad Hoc Housing Committee. In this housing element, this
program has been combined with the inclusionary housing program, so that the
town can consider whether or not to adopt an impact fee at the same time that the
town amends its inclusionary housing program.

Program 11: Farmworker Housing Zoning Amendments
2421

This program called for amendments to the town’s zoning ordinance to treat
farmworker housing for six or fewer persons the same way as single family homes,
and for farmworker dormitories to be treated as an agricultural land use.

Status
2421a

These zoning amendments were adopted in January 2011.

Program 12: Transitional and Supportive Housing Zoning Amendments
2422

To comply with state law, the 2009 housing element stated that the town would
amend its zoning ordinance to provide that transitional and supportive housing be
treated as a residential land use subject only to those restrictions that would apply
to other residential uses of the same type in the same zoning district.

Status
2422a

These zoning amendments were adopted in January 2011.
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Program 13: Continue Existing Energy Conservation Measures and Implement
Sustainability Element
2423

Portola Valley has had regulations that encourage energy conservation for years,
including permitting solar installations, supporting energy efficient design, and
clustered development. The town adopted a Sustainability Element to its general
plan in 2009, which included the energy conservation program from the town’s
previous housing element. The 2009 Housing Element called for the town to
continue existing green and energy conservation measures, and to implement the
Sustainability Element.

Status
2423a

In 2010, the town adopted several ordinances related to energy and resource
conservation. These were a green building ordinance using the “Build It Green
Green Point Rated” system for new homes, major remodeling projects, and
additions; an indoor water conservation ordinance; and a water conservation in
landscaping ordinance. The town will be reviewing its green building ordinance in
2014 in light of the changes to CalGreen 2013.

2423b

The town has also been encouraging energy and water conservation in existing
homes through the state’s Energy Upgrade California program, California Water
Service’s rebate programs, and other voluntary measures and tools developed by
the town’s Sustainability Committee. The town has also appointed an Ad Hoc
Water Conservation Task Force to focus on water conservation issues, and in 2014
the town expects to adopt a Climate Action Plan.

Summary
2424

The Town has adopted all of the code changes called for by programs in the 2009
Housing Element, including provisions related to fee waivers, emergency shelters,
transitional and supportive housing, farmworker housing, removal of constraints to
housing for people with disabilities, a reasonable accommodations ordinance, and
state density bonus law. As a result, Programs 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, and 12 have been
completed and no longer need to be included in the housing element. The
remaining seven programs will all be continued in the 2014 Housing Element, with
modifications as discussed above and in the Housing Programs section of this
element.
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Population, Employment and Housing:
Conditions & Trends
2425

This section provides information on population trends, employment trends,
housing characteristics, and special housing needs in Portola Valley. The
information is required by state law and provides a context in order to assist the
town in planning for suitable housing in the future.

2426

The analysis shows that there is a particular need for housing that is affordable to
the elderly and to people who work in the town. The proportion of the town’s
population over 64 has risen from about 6.7% in 1960 to 27% in 2010, and senior
citizens comprise the majority of lower income households in town. A survey of the
town’s largest employers reveals that most of the people who teach the town’s
children, work for town government, and provide services for the town’s senior
citizens cannot afford to live in Portola Valley.

Population Trends
2427

According to the U.S. Census, Portola Valley’s population decreased 2.44% between
2000 and 2010. The table below compares the total population, the population in
group quarters, the population in households and persons per household in 2000
and 2010. The population in group quarters likely consists primarily of people
residing at the Priory School, and does not include the Sequoias. It appears that the
population at the Sequoias did not report themselves as living in group quarters,
but rather as living in individual units.
Year

Population Growth: 1990 and 2000

Total
Population

Population in Group
Quarters

Population in
Households

Average
Persons per
Household
2000
4,462
70
4,392
2.58
2010
4,353
44
4,309
2.47
Note: A group quarters is a place where people live or stay, in a group living arrangement, that is
owned or managed by an entity or organization providing housing and/or services for the residents.
This is not a typical household-type living arrangement. These services may include custodial or
medical care as well as other types of assistance, and residency is commonly restricted to those
receiving these services. People living in group quarters are usually not related to each other.
Group quarters include such places as college residence halls, residential treatment centers, skilled
nursing facilities, group homes, military barracks, correctional facilities, and workers’ dormitories
Source: U.S. Census.

2427a

Changes in the age distribution from 1960 to 2010, as reflected in the U.S. Census,
are shown in the table below. The percentage in all major age groups increased
slightly between 2000 and 2010 except for people under age five and between the
ages of 20 and 44. The percentage of people age 65 and over continues to grow.
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These shifts are important to consider both from the town’s housing and other
planning/service factors.
Percentage Distribution by Age Group 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010

Age Group
Under 5
5-19
20-44
45-64
65+
Totals
Source: U.S. Census

1960
11.3
29.2
35.4
17.4
6.7
100.0

1970
5.1
30.1
32.3
22.3
10.2
100.0

1980
3.5
22.4
30.5
29.2
14.4
100.0

1990
5.6
15.2
32.4
28.1
18.7
100.0

2000
5.0
19.2
21.4
33.5
21.0
100.0

2010
4.0
20.3
14.3
34.4
27
100.0

Employment Trends
2428

The number of employed residents in Portola Valley decreased by nearly 20%, from
2,008 in 2000 to 1,640 in 2010. This is likely related to the increase in the
population of residents aged 65 and older, and the decrease in residents aged 2044.

2428a

Through the 2008-2012 American Community Survey, 1,512 Portola Valley
residents reported place of employment. Approximately one quarter of these
residents work in town, with another quarter working elsewhere in San Mateo
County.
Portola Valley Residents’ Places of Employment,
1990, 2000 and 2010
Location
1990*
%
2000*
%
2010**
%
Portola Valley
358
17%
362
18% 373
25%
Rest of San Mateo County
565
27%
484
25% 357
24%
Outside the County
1,155
56% 1,128 57% 782
52%
Total
2,078 100% 1,974 100% 1,512
100%

* Source: 1990 and 2000 U.S. Census
**Source: 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

2428b

The Town Planner estimates that there are likely approximately 1,250 – 1,500 jobs
in town, based on a combination of information from surveys of employers and
census data on the number of self-employed residents, plus a margin for household
staff. This is consistent with the estimate of 1,500 jobs shown for the town in the
Association of Bay Area Governments’ (ABAG) Projections 2013.

2428c

Little new office and commercial development is anticipated. Only 18 acres of land
are planned and zoned for commercial and office uses, and most of that land is
developed. The town continues to provide housing for people who work
elsewhere, helping to relieve the jobs/housing imbalance in other Peninsula cities
that have more jobs than employed residents.
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2428d

Many employees in town are non-residents, in part because they cannot afford to
live in Portola Valley. In 2004, surveys of the four largest employers in town (the
town government, the school district and two institutional employers) revealed
that only about 4% of those employed in town earned incomes that would be in the
above moderate income category for a family of three, whereas approximately 85%
earned incomes in the very low or low income categories. While these numbers
may have changed somewhat, the overall situation is likely very similar. Unless
employees have other household members who earn significantly more, it appears
that most of those who administer the town’s affairs, teach its children, and care
for its elderly cannot afford to live in town.

Housing Characteristics
2429

Portola Valley is a community of single family residences, mostly on lots ranging
from one to two-and-a-half acres or more. The exceptions are in the older part of
the town that has some lots as small as 4,000 square feet, and three other small
areas with minimum lot sizes of 15,000 or 20,000 square feet. Under conditions
specified in the general plan and land use regulations, the town permits cluster
development, second units on single-family parcels one acre or larger, shared living
arrangements and manufactured (mobile) homes. The location and density of
housing development is controlled largely by natural conditions, particularly the
San Andreas Fault, which crosses through the town, steep and potentially unstable
slopes, and flood hazard areas along creek channels.

2429a

According to the California Department of Finance, the number of housing units in
Portola Valley is projected to increase by 130 from 1,772 in 2000 to 1,902 in 2013,
an average of 10 units per year. In comparison, actual numbers from the Town’s
records show that from the 2000-2001 fiscal year to 2012-2013 fiscal year, a total of
111 building permits were issued for new home construction. This averages out to
8.5 units per year, which is slightly less than the state estimate.

2429b

Portola Valley’s housing supply between 2000 and 2013 is summarized in the table
below, as estimated by the California Department of Finance. According to this
data, 130 single family homes were added during that period. Although permitted,
no manufactured homes were added. These estimates indicate that Portola Valley
has 38 multifamily units in 2-4 unit structures, and 324 multifamily units in 5+ unit
structures, for a total of 366 multi-family units. Portola Valley does not have a
significant number of multi-family units other than the housing at the Sequoias and
the Priory. The annual housing unit count reported by the California Department of
Finance therefore seems to include the senior housing at the Sequoias and some
housing at the Priory as multi-family units.
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Total
Units

Housing Units, 2000, 2010-2013
Single
Multifamily
Mobile
Family
2-4
5+
Homes

Occupied
Units

2000
1,772
1,479
0
260
0
1,700
2010
1,895
1,533
38
324
0
1,746
2011
1,898
1,536
38
324
0
1,749
2012
1,900
1,538
38
324
0
1,751
2013
1,902
1,540
38
324
0
1,753
Source: State of California, Department of Finance, City/County Population and Housing
Estimates, 2000-2008, Report E-5.

Tenure
2429c

According to the 2010 Census, about 80% of homes are owner-occupied, while the
remainder are rented. This has not changed significantly since 1990, as shown in
the following table of the number of housing units and percentages by tenure.
Tenure of Housing Units: 1980, 1990, 2000 and 2010
Renter-Occupied Owner-Occupied
Total Occupied
Units
Units
Units
1980
97
(8%)
1,142
(92%)
1,239 (100%)
1990 303 (19.60%) 1,327 (81.40%) 1,630 (100%)
2000 257
(15.1%)
1,443
(84.9%)
1,700 (100%)
2010 354 (20.30%) 1,392 (79.71%) 1,746 (100%)

Source: 1980, 1990 ,2000 SF 2 and 2010 U.S. Census SF 1.

Overcrowded Households
2429d

Most houses in Portola Valley are large. The 2010 Census reports that 70% of the
housing units had six or more rooms (“rooms” do not include bathrooms, storage
areas, or areas separated by less than a floor to ceiling partition). Most new homes
in Portola Valley are now between 5,500 and 6,000 square feet plus basements. In
the past six fiscal years (2007 – 2013), Portola Valley has issued 37 new building
permits for additions, indicating that the existing housing stock is also getting
larger.

2429e

The U.S. Census defines "overcrowding" as 1.01 or more persons per room in a
housing unit. Under this definition, Portola Valley had 0 overcrowded units in 2010.
Given this information, as well as the small number of units affected and the
generally large size of homes in Portola Valley, overcrowding does not appear to be
a significant problem in the town.
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Housing Condition
2429f

Most homes in Portola Valley are in good condition. The 2007-2011 American
Community Survey estimates that all units have complete plumbing facilities and
lists only 148 housing units built before 1940.

2429g

Many houses in town are not visible from public roads, making “windshield”
surveys of housing conditions difficult. However, building permit records indicate a
consistently high volume of remodeling and additions. The town issued 303
permits for remodels between Fiscal Year 2008-09 and Fiscal Year 2012-13. In
addition, between Fiscal Year 2008-09 and Fiscal Year 2012-13, a total of 27 homes
were torn down and replaced with new homes.

2429h

The high value of properties in the town leads to a high level of maintenance, and
over any significant period of time, the private market appears to be effective in
eliminating substandard conditions. None of the information available to the town
indicates a significant problem with housing conditions.

Vacancy Rates
2429i

Portola Valley had a 7.9% vacancy rate in 2010, as shown in the table below, Most
of the vacant units were either for rent, for seasonal or occasional use, or “other,”
with a few for sale or not occupied.
Occupancy Status of Housing Stock
Type
Total Units
Occupied Units
Vacant Units
For Rent
Rented, Not Occupied
For Sale Only
Sold, Not Occupied
For Seasonal or Occasional Use
For Migrant Workers
All Other Vacants

Source: 2010 U.S. Census SF1

Number
1,895
1,746
149
39
5
14
4
59
0
28

Percent
100.0%
92.1%
7.9%
2.1%
0.3%
0.7%
0.2%
3.1%
0.0%
1.5%

Portola Valley’s vacancy rate was higher than in the rest of San Mateo County but
lower than the average rate for California; in 2010, the vacancy rate in San Mateo
County as a whole was 4.9%, and the vacancy rate in the State of California was
8.1%. Unlike in many other communities, foreclosures are not a significant problem
in the town.
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Housing Affordability
2430

As shown in the table below, the average sales price of homes in Portola Valley has
increased significantly over time. In 2010 constant dollars, the average home cost
was about $1 million in 1986 and over $2 million in 2012.
Average Sales Prices in Portola Valley, Selected Years
Year
Number of
Average Sales Price
2010
Sales
Constant Value
2012
63
$2,200,000
$2,089,441
2006
39
$1,872,269
$2,025,097
1996
65
$1,035,603
$1,439,257
1986
Not known
$511,957
$1,018,570

Sourcs: Multiple Listing Service (MLS) for areas 261, 262, 263, and 265 and Bureau of Labor Statistics
CPI Inflation Calculator

2430a

In the November 11, 2013 Almanac, there were seventeen homes mentioned for
sale. Asking prices ranged from $1.27 million to $5.85 million, with one home with
an asking price of $13.9 million. Not including the $13.9 million outlier, the average
home listing price was $3.9 million. This is much higher than the prices from 2009,
when the February 11, 2009 Almanac listed eleven homes for sale in Portola Valley
with asking prices between $1.1 million and $3.95 million, and averaging $2.1
million. The February 7, 2001 Almanac listed six homes for sale in Portola Valley
with asking prices between $1.8 million and $3.9 million and averaged $2.5 million.
When comparing the 2013 set of prices with those of 2001, the average asking
prices have gone up, showing that the housing market has shown recovery since
the most recent economic recession.

2430b

Home prices in Portola Valley more than quadrupled between 1986 and 2012, and
more than doubled in 2010 constant dollars. None of the housing for sale in
November 2013 would be considered affordable by households with moderate
incomes or less under typical financing terms

2430c

Rental housing in November 2013 included a total of five rental properties listed on
craigslist and Trulia. Rents ranged from $3,300 for a two-bedroom second unit to
$9,700 for a 6 bedroom, 3.5 bathroom home. The other three homes listed ranged
from $4,900 to $6,000 for rent per month. For comparison, there were four rental
units listed in the February 7, 2001 Almanac, with rents ranging from $1,500 for a
one bedroom apartment to $5,000 for a three bedroom home. While rents in town
appear to have increased, they have not increased as much as the cost to purchase
a home.

2430e

The federal government defines “affordable housing” as housing that costs 30% or
less of a household’s income. The table below shows average salaries for selected
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occupations in San Mateo County, together with the affordable monthly housing
cost.
Average Salaries and Affordable Monthly Housing Costs
in San Mateo County
Annual Salary
Affordable Monthly
Housing Cost
Single Wage Earner
Senior on Social Security
$15,000
$375
Minimum Wage Earner
$16,640
$416
Plumber
$65,200
$1,630
Paralegal
$71,300
$1,783
Software Engineer
$110,000
$2,750
Two Wage Earner Households
Min. Wage Earner & Software Engin’r
$106,640
$2,666
Biochemist & Elem’y School Teacher
$156,000
$3,900
Source: Employment Development Department Data for San Mateo county, Mean Annual Wage,
First Quarter 2012

2430f

Housing costs include rent or mortgage payments, utilities, and necessary
maintenance. Households with above moderate incomes have numerous housing
choices. The primary concern is for households with moderate, low and very low
incomes that have few choices in the housing market.

2430g

One measure of the affordability of housing is whether households, especially low
income households, are overpaying for housing. The table below shows the
number and percentage of both owners and renters in Portola Valley who are
overpaying.
Households Overpaying* for Housing
Owner-Occupied
Number
Percent
<$35,000 income
71
83%
$35,000-$74,999
79
64%
$75,000+
209
20%
Renter-Occupied
<$35,000 income
101
100%
$35,000-$74,999
103
100%
$75,000+
38
18%

* Overpayment is defined by the US Census Bureau by the percentage of income spent on housing
costs; owner-occupied households that spend more than 38% or renters who spending more than
30% of income on housing costs are considered to be overpaying.
Source: 2011 American Community Survey
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2430h

This data indicates that there are approximately 601 households in Portola Valley
who are overpaying for housing, including all renters and most owners who have
incomes less than $75,000 per year.

Special Housing Needs
2431

In addition to being affordable, suitable housing also must meet households’ other
needs. Some special housing needs are defined in the following sections.

Elderly
2431a

The proportion of Portola Valley’s population over age 65 continues to increase, as
shown in the table below. During the last forty years, the percentage of the town’s
population that is over age 64 has more than quadrupled, from 6.7% to 27%. While
this is partly due to the natural aging of the population, the percentage change is
also in part likely due to the high cost of housing, which may prevent younger
people who have not accumulated as much capital or reached their earnings peak
from being able to afford to live in Portola Valley.
Percentage of People Over Age 64 in 1960, 1969, 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010
Year
No. of People
Total Population
Percent of Total
over Age 64
Population
1960
145
2,163
6.7
1969
458
3,849
11.9
1980
567
3,939
14.4
1990
786
4,194
18.7
2000
938
4,462
21.0
2010
1,173
4,353
27.0

Sources: 1960 U.S. Census as adjusted by William Spangle & Associates and reported in the 1982
Housing Element; State Department of Finance Special Census for 1969 as reported in the 1982
Housing Element; U.S. Census for 1980, 1990 and 2000, 2010.

2431b

The table below shows the income distribution for households aged 65 and older.
There is a significant disparity in incomes for elderly households, with nearly a
quarter having incomes below $30,000, and almost half having incomes above
$100,000.
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Income Distribution for Households Over Age 65 and Older
Income
Portola Valley
San Mateo County
Below Poverty Level
1%
6%
<$30,000
22%
28%
$30,000-$49,999
7%
19%
$50,000-$74,999
21%
16%
$75,000-$99,999
5%
11%
$100,000+
45%
26%
Total Seniors
723
55,093

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2007-2011 American Community Survey

2431c

Most elderly residents in Portola Valley own their homes. Some older residents
may own houses that are bigger than they want or need. Long-term older residents
often have paid-up mortgages or low mortgage payments and, under Proposition
13 provisions, low property taxes. Some literally cannot afford to move. As they
grow older, some residents will have difficulty maintaining their properties due to
physical or financial constraints. Despite their long-standing ties to the community,
these people may be forced to move out of the area by the shortage of suitable
senior housing in town, in any price range.

All Ages
Ages 65-74
Ages 75-84
Ages 85+

Households by Tenure
Owner Households
73%
82%
44%
66%

Source: 2011 American Community Survey

Renter Households
27%
18%
56%
34%

2431d

The Sequoias, a buy-in retirement community in town operated by Northern
California Presbyterian Homes and Services, is home to over 300 senior citizens.
The minimum age to enter is 65, but most people are in their mid- to late 70s when
they enter. The facility provides common dining and medical care geared to various
levels of need. In 2013, the cost to enter ranged from $94,500 to $820,900 for
housing, three daily meals and medical care for life. This cost varies depending on
the size and type of unit. In addition, monthly costs range from about $3,406 for a
single up to $8,492 for a two-bedroom unit. The monthly cost includes rent,
utilities, meals, housekeeping, and access to on-site nursing and physician services.
Over 300 people are on the waiting list for a place at the Sequoias, indicating a
strong demand for this type of senior housing.

2431e

While the costs to live at the Sequoias are significant, the Sequoias does have a
financial assistance program for residents. People whose incomes and assets are
depleted while living at the Sequoias receive aid so that they can continue to
receive housing and medical care. Approximately five residents receive this aid per
year.
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2431f

The Sequoias is an important housing option for seniors in the community. Second
units and shared housing provide other options for seniors who need affordable
housing but would prefer a non-institutional setting.

People with Disabilities
2431g

The Census Bureau defines disability as, “A long-lasting physical, mental, or
emotional condition. This condition can make it difficult for a person to do activities
such as walking, climbing stairs, dressing, bathing, learning, or remembering. This
condition can also impede a person from being able to go outside the home alone
or to work at a job or business.” Not surprisingly, people over 65 are much more
likely to have a disability.

2431h

The State of California further defines developmentally disabled as a “severe and
chronic disability that is attributable to a mental or physical impairment. The
disability must begin before the person’s 18th birthday, be expected to continue
indefinitely, and present a substantial disability.” Some development disabilities
cause mental retardation and some do not. Common developmental disabilities
include Down’s syndrome, autism, epilepsy and cerebral palsy.

2431i

People with disabilities face many challenges when looking for housing may have
unique housing needs. There is a limited supply of handicap accessible, affordable
housing generally, and people with disabilities are also often extremely low income
due to the challenge of securing long-term employment, and to higher medical bills.

2431j

Fair housing laws and subsequent federal and state legislation require all cities and
counties to further housing opportunities by identifying and removing constraints
to the development of housing for individuals with disabilities, including local land
use and zoning barriers, and to also provide reasonable accommodation as one
method of advancing equal access to housing.

2431k

SB 812, signed into law in 2010, requires Housing Elements to include an analysis of
the special housing needs of people with developmental disabilities. Additionally,
SB 812 requires that individuals with disabilities receive public services in the least
restrictive, most integrated setting appropriate to their needs

2431l

As shown below, all people with developmental disabilities in Portola Valley live
with a parent or legal guardian, and none lives independently or with supportive
care, nor in community care facilities.
Living Arrangements of People with Disabilities
Number
Percent
Lives with:
Portola Valley County Portola Valley County
Parents/Legal Guardian
11
2,289
100%
66%
Community Care Facility
0
605
0%
15%
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Independent/Supportive Living
Intermediate Care Facility
Other
Total

0
0
0
11

349
191
60
3,494

0%
0%
0%
100%

Source: Golden Gate Regional Center
Note: Counts are based on zip codes and may include areas outside of jurisdictional
boundaries

2431m

2%
10%
2%
100%

People in Portola Valley also have non-developmental disabilities, such as hearing
disabilities or vision disabilities. Some residents have both developmental and nondevelopmental disabilities. According to the 2008-2012 American Community
Survey, 422 people living in Portola Valley suffered a disability. Of the total number
of disabled people in Portola Valley, 326 were over the age of 65, equaling 77% of
the disabled population.

2431n

In San Mateo County, almost a third of the senior population has some kind of
disability. Eight percent of the total population in the county has some kind of
disability. The most common disabilities in the county are ambulatory disabilities
(four percent of the population) and independent living disabilities (three percent).
The census does not have numbers specifically for Portola Valley because it is too
small, but the percentages are likely similar to the countywide averages.

2431o

The town has no data to indicate that housing for disabled persons is a significant
unmet need in town, although the need for accessible housing can be anticipated to
grow as the population ages.

Large Households
2431p

According to the 2010 Census, Portola Valley had an average household size of
2.47, which is a slight decrease from 2.58 in 2000. The percentage of households
with five or more persons also decreased slightly, from 9.4% in 2000 to 8.9% in
2010.

2431q

Most of the housing in town is well-suited to large families. According to the 20082012 American Community Survey, about 67% of the housing units had 6 or more
rooms. The median number of rooms per unit was 6.8. During the 1990s and since
2000, new construction added larger houses to the town, with most ranging in size
from 5,000 to 6,000 square feet.

Single-Parent Households with Children
2431r

Households with a single parent and one or more children under the age of 18,
including female-headed households, often have fewer financial resources and
greater needs for day care and other services than two-parent households.
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2431s

The 2008-2012 American Community Survey indicates that there are 39 households
in Portola Valley with children under 18 years and a female householder with no
husband. In addition, there are 26 households with children under 18 years and a
male householder with no wife. A total of 146 children live in these households.

2431t

Housing in town is large and often suitable for families with children. Further,
schools, day care, a library, and recreation facilities are all provided in Portola
Valley. There is no information available to indicate an unmet need for housing for
single-parent households with children. However, these households are likely to
benefit from an increase in affordable housing options, including second units.

Farm workers
2431u

The 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates shows that zero
Portola Valley residents list their occupation as agriculture, forestry, fishing hunting
and mining. Webb Ranch, on unincorporated land owned by Stanford University, is
the major employer of farm workers in the area. Farm worker housing is provided
on the Ranch. As a result, there is no need for farm worker housing within Portola
Valley. However, to comply with state requirements, the town revised its zoning
code in 2010 to be consist with the requirements of the California Health and Safety
Code Sections 17021.5 and 17021.6 regarding the regulation of farmworker
housing.

Extremely Low Income Households
2431v

2431w

Households with extremely low incomes are those with incomes at or below 30% of
the Area Median Income. For San Mateo County, including Portola Valley, that
means that a family would need to have an income of $33,950 or below to be
considered extremely low income. Households with extremely low incomes include
those who receive public assistance, such as disability insurance or social security.
However, people with full-time jobs can also have extremely low incomes. The
annual income for a full-time minimum wage job is currently $16,640 in California,
and a single person household earning $23,750 or less is considered extremely low
income.
Existing Needs
In 2010, there were 125 extremely low income (ELI) households in Portola Valley,
representing 7% of the total households. About 38% of ELI households have
housing problems, and nearly 17% are paying more than half of their incomes for
housing. ELI households are at risk for homelessness if there are unexpected
expenses, such as medical bills, or with the loss of a job.
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Extremely Low Income Households
Renters
Owners
Total ELI Households
75
50
Percent with Housing Problems*
17%
19%
Percent with Cost Burden**
8%
9%
Percent with Severe Cost Burden***
7%
9%

Total
125
38%
17%
16%

* Housing problems include the following: 1) housing unit lacks complete kitchen
facilities; 2) housing unit lacks complete plumbing facilities; 3) household is overcrowded;
and 4) household is cost burdened. A household is said to have a housing problem if they
have any 1 or more of these 4 problems.
**A cost burden is defined as a household paying more than 30% of its income for housing.
*** A severe cost burden is defined as a household paying more than 50% of its income for
housing.
Sources: CHAS Data Book, accessed at http://socds.huduser.org, data current as of 2010.

2431x

2431y

ELI owners are more likely than renters to have a cost burden, although
approximately the same percentage of both groups have severe cost burdens.
Because such a high percentage of income goes to housing, ELI homeowners are at
a very high risk for foreclosure.
Projected Needs
To calculate the projected housing needs, the town assumed that 50% of its very
low income regional housing needs are extremely low income households. This
results in a projected need for 10 housing units for ELI households over the plan
period. The main program to provide housing for these households is the town’s
second unit program. In addition, the shared housing program could provide some
housing for this income level, and the housing impact fee could eventually provide
funding for ELI households.

Homeless
2431z

According to the 2013 San Mateo County Homeless Census and Survey, there were
2 homeless people counted in the town. Because Portola Valley is a rural
community with little access to transit or services, homeless people may not find
the town as attractive as more urbanized areas of the mid-Peninsula. In the past,
homeless people have occasionally visited one of the churches in town for
assistance, which they offer on an as-needed basis. The town believes that
homelessness is a regional problem which needs to be addressed on a regional
basis.

Rehabilitation and Replacement
2432

The needs analysis identifies no need for rehabilitation or replacement of existing
housing units. As described above, the condition of housing units in town is very
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good and maintenance occurs privately, with no known need for government
involvement.
Affordability for Assisted Housing Developments
2433

The town currently has no housing units subsidized with public funds and therefore
no need to protect the affordability of such units.

Regional Housing Needs Allocation
2434

For each planning period, the state determines how much housing for each income
level is needed in the region. The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG)
then usually allocates shares of the regional housing need to the cities and counties
in the region. In the current housing element cycle, all of the jurisdictions in San
Mateo County banded together to form a subregion, which allowed the cities,
towns and county to allocate the county’s share of housing among themselves. The
table below shows the total housing required for Portola Valley.
Portola Valley’s Regional Housing Need Requirements, 2014-2022
Income Level
Units
Extremely Low
10
Very Low
11
Low
15
Moderate
15
Above Moderate
13
Total
64

2434a

The table below shows current (February 2008) income limits used to qualify for
assistance from federal and state housing programs. The income limits vary with
household size. The table lists the limits for one-, two-, three-, and four-person
households.
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2014 Income Limits (a) and Affordable Monthly Housing Costs (b)
Number in Maximum Income
Income Categories
Household
& Housing Cost
Ex Low
Very Low
Low
Moderate
1
Income Limit
$23,750 $39,600
$63,350
$86,500
Housing Cost
$594
$990
$1,584
$2,163
2
Income Limit
$27,150 $45,250
$72,400
$98,900
Housing Cost
$679
$1,131
$1,810
$2,473
3
Income Limit
$30,550 $50,900
$81,450
$111,250
Housing Cost
$764
$1,273
$2,036
$2,781
4
Income Limit
$33,950 $56,550
$90,500
$123,600
Housing Cost
$849
$1,414
$2,263
$3,090
(a) From California Department of Housing and Community Development, income limits for San
Mateo County, February 2014.
(b) Assumes affordable housing costs no more than 30% of monthly income.

2434b

The amount a household can afford to pay for housing is generally expressed as a
percentage of the household’s income. The percentage itself varies from source to
source, however, ranging at least from 25% to 42%. In general, the trend has been
for the percentage to increase as housing costs have increased. The table above
uses an estimate of 30% of income as a guide to affordability and shows the
resulting maximum monthly payment a household in each income category can
afford for housing. These maximums include all housing costs, such as rent,
utilities, insurance, and taxes. The policies and programs in this element are
designed to provide affordable housing within these income limits, which are
updated annually by the California Department of Housing and Community
Development (HCD).
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Constraints on Housing
Governmental Regulations and Constraints
2440

Portola Valley is a rural, low density, town on the fringe of the San Francisco
Peninsula’s urban area. The physical environment of the town is challenging, with
many steep slopes, unstable landslides, and the presence of the San Andreas fault.
Portions of the town lack the infrastructure to support much additional
development. The town’s development regulations are based on these facts.
These development regulations are analyzed below to determine if and how they
constrain the provision of housing. The section also describes the ways in which
the town is working to mitigate constraints.

Context for Portola Valley’s Development Regulations
2441

The town’s low-density development is consistent with current and past policies of
the Association of Bay Area Governments that foster a “city-centered” pattern of
urban development with an emphasis on in-filling. ABAG’s Regional Plan 1980
contains this statement relevant to the Portola Valley area:
Throughout this planning area there are relatively limited opportunities
to support added population growth. Most vacant residential land is
located in hillside areas which lack urban services and where
environmental conditions may preclude all but very low density and high
cost units (p. Sub-area 1-2).
More recently, Plan Bay Area was developed for compliance with SB 375 to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in part by adjusting land use policies to promote
residential development near transit and employment centers. Plan Bay Area
shows Portola Valley outside of these transit and employment areas, bordering on
significant conservation areas, and therefore projects limited growth for the town.

2441a

The town’s low density nature is consistent with and was partially based on the San
Mateo County Master Plan that was in place at the time the town incorporated.
This plan included the following principles:
a)

The highest population densities should occur in relatively level areas close to
major centers of commerce and industry where coordinated development is
possible and where transportation and other necessary public facilities can
readily be provided.

b)

Population density should decrease as the distance from district centers,
industrial areas, and employment centers increases.

c)

Population density should decrease as distance from local service facilities
increases.

d)

Population density should decrease as steepness of terrain increases.
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e)

The lowest densities and largest lots should occur on steep hillsides or in
mountainous areas where it is necessary to limit storm runoff, prevent erosion,
preserve existing vegetation, protect watersheds, and maintain the scenic
quality of the terrain.

2441b

The town’s geologic setting is another major determinant of its policies. Starting in
1965, the town has evolved an innovative and systematic approach to regulating
the development of lands crossed by the San Andreas fault and encumbered with
extensive areas of steep and unstable slopes. The regulations, which have been
used as models for ordinances adopted by other jurisdictions in California and in
other states, control the uses of land and the intensity of development according to
slope and geologic characteristics. The base regulations include a slope-density
system, setbacks from the San Andreas fault and land use limitations based on
landslide hazards. The town has detailed fault and landslide potential maps to
support the regulations. The maps can be changed as more accurate and detailed
information from site investigations becomes available.

2441c

As the town reaches buildout, the development potential is increasingly affected by
geologic regulations. Most of the remaining vacant land is in steep and often
hazardous terrain. The Upper and Lower Western Hillsides, which contain most of
the undeveloped land in the town, are very steep: approximately 70% of the land
has slopes greater than 30% and 25% has slopes greater than 50%. Slope density
provisions encourage concentration of development on flatter portions of the large
holdings in these areas. These provisions lead to safer, more easily accessible and
more efficiently served development than might occur otherwise.

2441d

The town also has an important and growing role in providing open space for the
region. The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District now owns over a thousand
acres of public open space within the town limits. The district lands are available
for hiking and other low-intensity recreation uses and attract people from all over
the region. In addition, the land preserved provides a significant conservation
benefit to the region by providing habitat for wild animals and plants and
protecting water and air quality. The low density housing pattern and the
clustering of development in the town serves to protect this important regional
resource.

2441e

The town’s development policies have evolved over the years in direct response to
the town’s beautiful and varied natural environment. A major goal of all planning in
the town is to permit development in a way that preserves the natural
environment, protects natural drainage, ensures safe development given the
town’s geology, and maintains the rural character of the town. The resulting low
density, rural character and the provision of large expanses of open space within
the town do constrain affordable housing. To mitigate this constraint, the town has
designed a variety of housing programs that are largely consistent with the rural
and open space character of the town.
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Zoning and Subdivision Regulations
2442

The policies set forth in the general plan are implemented largely through the
town’s zoning ordinance. There are three residential zoning districts in town:
Residential Estate (R-E), Single-Family Residential (R-1), and Mountainous
Residential (M-R). Mobile and manufactured housing is considered single family
housing and is permitted accordingly. The table below summarizes the uses
permitted in each of these districts. Sections 18.12, 18.14, and 18.16 of the town’s
zoning ordinance contain the full text and detailed information concerning these
regulations.
Uses in Residential Zoning Districts
Use

Streets, utilities, etc.
Single-family dwellings, including residential care facilities with 6 or
fewer residents
Temporary voting places, festivals, signs, etc.
Public buildings located in conformance with the general plan
Public school located in conformance with the general plan
Major utilities, signs, wireless communications facilities
Crop and tree farming and truck gardening
Nurseries and greenhouses, with no retail sales allowed
Churches, schools, group living accommodations for seniors, and
nursery schools: only when located on an arterial or expressway
Recreation facilities and boarding stables: only when located on an
arterial or expressway
Residential planned unit developments
Multiple single family homes on parcels of 10 or 100 acres or more
Horticulture and grazing of cattle
Wineries
Publicly owned recreation and open space areas located in conformance
with the general plan
Landscaping, growing of plants and similar uses attendant to adjoining
uses in the CC district
Fences, lights, parking, signs, etc.
Second units on parcels 1 acre or more
Equestrian facilities
Renting of rooms to no more than one paying guest
Home occupations
Swimming pools, tennis courts
Garages, signs, pets
Sale of agricultural products grown on the premises
P = Permitted, C = Conditional, A = Accessory

2442a

R-E
P
P

R-1
P
P

M-R
P
P

P
P
P
C
C
C
C

P

P

P
C

C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

C

C

C
C
C
C
C

C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Because multifamily housing is not generally permitted in the town, Portola Valley
has developed a special program to allow multifamily housing on certain sites. To
that end, the municipal code allows multifamily affordable housing to be
constructed with a Planned Unit Development (PUD) permit on properties
designated in the general plan for such uses (Section 18.44.060.I). This is the
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Affiliated Housing Program, and a detailed description can be found in the program
section of this element.
2442b

The town amended its zoning ordinance in 2011 to comply with SB 2 and make
provisions for emergency homeless shelters in town. As a result, emergency
homeless shelters are now permitted as an accessory use at all religious institutions
in the town.

2442c

The town’s site development criteria are set forth in the town’s zoning ordinance,
site development ordinance, and design guidelines. In the zoning ordinance, many
of the criteria are established within combining districts. These include a Design
Review (D-R), a Floodplain (F-P), a Historic Resources (H-R), and a Slope Density (SD) combining district, as well as a number of residential density combining districts.
The requirements established by each of these combining districts are explained
below.
Design Review (D-R) combining district.

2443

This district does three things: 1) requires all building permits to be approved by
the Architectural and Site Control Commission (ASCC); 2) prohibits certain uses
within 100 feet of Skyline Boulevard in order to protect the scenic nature of that
corridor; and 3) requires all subdivisions of parcels 10 acres or larger to be treated
as a planned unit development.

2443a

Seven areas of town are in this district: the Upper Western Hillsides, the Lower
Western Hillsides, the Stanford Wedge, the Woods property, the Corte Madera
School facility, an inholding in the Portola Valley Ranch development, and Blue
Oaks. All of the large, undeveloped properties in town are included in this district.

2443b

These requirements are not a significant constraint on the provision of housing,
including affordable housing, in Portola Valley. This is demonstrated by Blue Oaks,
a recently developed subdivision which was built despite these conditions.
Requirements of this combining district do not preclude the provision of affordable
housing.
Floodplain (F-P) combining district.

2444

This district establishes conditions for development in floodplain areas, including
requiring residential structures to be elevated above the base flood level and
requiring new construction to be anchored to withstand flooding. Such conditions
are standard and required by the federal government in communities that
participate in the National Flood Insurance Program.
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2444a

This district includes all land within the floodplain as shown on the federal Flood
Insurance Rate Maps. This land is generally that which borders the major streams
in town: Los Trancos Creek, Corte Madera Creek, and Sausal Creek.

2444b

The F-P combining district is not a constraint on the provision of market rate and
below market rate housing in town. The areas which fall under this district are
generally expected to develop with market rate housing, which can usually
accommodate these requirements within the normal price range for market rate
housing in Portola Valley. The only sites for below market rate housing that are
covered by this district are a few potential sites for second units.
Historic Resources (H-R) combining district

2445

This district requires all properties that contain historic resources to conform to the
principles and standards of the historic element of the general plan. There are 41
historic resources in town as identified in the general plan. These resources are
scattered throughout town, as shown on the historic element diagram.

2445a

The H-R combining district does not constrain the provision of housing in Portola
Valley, including affordable housing. The principles and standards of the historic
element simply prevent the removal of resources that are designated “to be
preserved.” No maintenance or restoration is necessary, although if it does occur,
certain guidelines must be followed. Therefore, this district may affect the design
of a development but does not necessarily increase the cost of a development.
Residential density combining districts

2446

The residential density combining districts determine the development standards
that apply to the particular lot. These standards include required front, rear and
side yards; height limits; floor area limits; and impervious surface limits. There are
nine combining districts:
•

7.5M: 7,500 square feet

•

15M:

15,000 square feet

•

20M:

20,000 square feet

•

1A:

1 acre

•

2A:

2 acres

•

2.5A:

2.5 acres

•

3.5A:

3.5 acres

•

5A:

5 acres

•

7.5A:

7.5 acres
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2446a

The exact locations of these combining districts are shown on the town’s zoning
map. In general, the smaller-lot districts are found in the more densely developed,
older subdivision areas of town while the larger-lot districts are found in the less
densely developed, newer areas. This makes sense given the fact that only since
town incorporation has there been a more complete understanding of the complex
geological conditions and steep slopes that affect the remaining undeveloped lands
in town.

2446b

The Upper Western Hillsides are the only part of town in the 7.5 acre combining
district. There are no lands in the five acre combining district, but the Lower
Western Hillsides, Blue Oaks, the Woods property, and the Stanford Wedge are in
the 3.5 acre combining district. Westridge is in the 2.5 acre combining district. The
other, smaller-lot districts cover the remainder of the town.

2446c

The development standards governed by these combining districts are summarized
in the table below.
District

Residential Density Combining District Development Standards

Min. Lot
Front
Rear
Side
Height
Max
Max Floor Max Imperv
1
2
3
3
Area (sf)
Yard
Yard
Yard
Limit
Height
Area
Surface
7.5M
7,500
20
20
5
15-28
34
3,019
2,231
15M
15,000
20
20
10
15-28
34
3,623
3,877
20M
20,000
20
20
10
15-28
34
3,910
5,090
1A
43,560
50
20
20
28
34
5,260
7,808
2A
87,120
50
20
20
28
34
7,013
11,358
2.5A
108,900
50
20
20
28
34
7,514
13,177
3.5A
152,460
50
25
25
28
34
8,065
15,566
5A
217,800
50
25
25
28
34
8,766
17,370
7.5A
326,700
50
25
25
28
34
9,581
19,822
1
The height limit restricts the height as measured parallel to the ground surface.
2
The maximum height restricts the height as measured from the lowest point of contact between the
building and the ground to the highest point of the building.
3
The maximum floor area and maximum impervious surface are based on the total net lot area after
geology, flood hazard areas, and steep slopes are taken into consideration. The numbers shown in
the table indicate the maximum for a lot with the given lot area and no environmental constraints.

2446d

The development standards established through the residential density combining
districts are appropriate given the town’s rural, single-family residential character.
The maximum floor area requirements can restrict the size of a residence, which is
a constraint to the development of housing. However, a parcel’s geology, flood
hazard areas and steep slopes limit the maximum floor area, and the requirements
have been established to ensure safer and more environmentally sustainable
development. The minimum lot area requirements in particular do act as a
constraint on the provision of housing by keeping the density of development low.
Many of the programs set forth in this housing element are intended to address this
constraint while preserving the character of the town. For example, the affiliated
housing program (formerly called the multifamily affordable housing program)
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allows higher density residential development in specified areas of town. The
second unit program also increases density by allowing an additional housing unit
to be built on lots that are one acre in size or larger located within zoning districts
requiring at least one acre per parcel.
Slope Density (S-D) combining districts
2447

Most of the residential land in town is under an S-D combining district as well.
These districts modify the minimum lot size to require larger minimum lots in areas
with steep slopes. As shown in the table below, there are six slope-density
combining districts. The table also provides selected examples of the required
minimum parcel areas at given slopes under each of the S-D districts.
Slopes and Minimum Parcel Areas in S-D Combining Districts
Slope
1% and under
15% and under
25%
40%
50% and over

SD-1
1.02
1.36
1.79
3.42
8.70

Required Minimum Parcel Area in Acres
SD-1a
SD-2
SD-2a
SD-2.5
-2.03
--1.00
2.60
2.00
2.50
1.34
3.25
2.56
3.14
2.72
5.21
4.44
5.10
8.73
8.70
8.70
8.73

SD-3
3.05
3.99
5.12
8.85
17.24

2447a

In general, the flatter parts of Portola Valley fall into the SD-1 and SD-1a districts,
with the remaining districts used in steeper areas. The only part of town in the SD3 district is the Upper Western Hillsides, and the only area in the SD-2.5 district is
Westridge. Areas in the SD-2 district include the Lower Western Hillsides, Blue
Oaks, the Stanford Wedge, and the Woods property.

2447b

As with the residential density combining districts, the S-D districts do constrain the
provision of housing by restricting the density of development. This restriction is
necessary, however, given the hazards of developing steep slopes. Some of the
town’s housing programs work to mitigate this constraint while still providing
adequate protection. For example, the affiliated housing program allows for
increased density in specified areas. In addition, the second unit program allows a
second unit to be constructed on lots over one acre, thereby increasing potential
residential density.
Open Space and Landscaping Requirements.

2448

The town’s residential density combining district development standards specify
front, side and rear yard requirements for residential parcels. These requirements
vary depending on the district, with smaller yard requirements for smaller lots. The
requirements can be altered based on certain scenarios, such as if a property is
located in a special setback district or if a property is adjacent to a future right-ofway. These open space requirements are applied consistently to all residential
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development based on the district they are located in and are not a constraint to
housing development.
2448a

The Portola Valley zoning ordinance sets forth minimal landscaping requirements
for residential parcels. For example, the regulations specify that parcels adjacent to
the Community Commercial and Administrative-Professional districts are required
to have consistent landscaping with the adjacent non-residential property. There
are few parcels in Portola Valley with residences adjacent to these districts. The
landscaping regulations also stipulate that for parcels with frontages along Alpine
Road and Portola Road, trees and shrubs must be approved by the town’s
conservation committee within seventy-five feet of the road right-of-way. These
two provisions are not constraints to the development of housing because they do
not require significant costs or alterations for new housing developments.

2448b

The town’s zoning ordinance contains minimal regulation for residential
landscaping, but the town’s Design Guidelines provide more comprehensive
landscaping policies, including a Native Plant List and Landscaping Guidelines. The
Guidelines state that “The fundamental approach of the ASCC is to encourage
architectural solutions that blend with the natural conditions of the site and area,
and at the same time require only minimum landscaping.” Typical guidelines
include: “Use native plants,” “Create a simple rather than elaborate landscape
solution,” and “Consider the future height of trees and shrubs such that major
views on- and off-site will not become obstructed.” ASCC consideration of
applications is limited to the issues set forth in the guidelines.
Parking Requirements

2449

The town’s zoning ordinance includes off-street parking provisions. The minimum
number of off-street residential spaces for dwelling units is: one space for each
dwelling having zero or one bedroom, and two spaces for each dwelling with two or
more bedrooms. In residential districts with a minimum lot size of one acre or
more, two additional guest parking spaces are required. In addition, convalescent
homes must have one space for each five beds and retirement homes must have
one space for each apartment, double room or family unit. As mentioned
previously, second units require only one uncovered space per bedroom.

2449a

Most residential parking spaces must be located in a carport or garage and all
spaces have to be located on the same site as the building unless authorized by a
conditional use permit. Uncovered or tandem parking spaces may be permitted
with approval from the Architectural and Site Control Commission (ASCC) if there is
no reasonable location for a second required covered parking space in larger parcel
districts. Additionally, on parcels of 20,000 square feet or less, an uncovered
parking space may occupy required yard areas with approval from the ASCC and
after notification of the affected neighbors.
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2449b

The town requires up to four parking spaces at residences in districts requiring one
acre or more, but allows exceptions if the requirements cannot be met on the
parcels. In smaller parcel districts, only one to two spaces are required based on
the number of bedrooms in the dwelling unit, and the location of the parking space
can be changed if needed. Overall, the off-street parking requirements for larger
parcels do not constrain the development of housing given the ample amount of
space typically available on those properties. Additionally, the alternative
provisions enable smaller parcels with space constraints to meet reduced
requirements.
Second Unit Provisions

2450

Portola Valley revised its zoning ordinance provisions for second units in July 2003
to comply with California law requiring ministerial review of second unit permit
applications. Government Code Section 65852.2 requires that applications for
second units be processed without discretionary review or a public hearing. In
addition, the law enables jurisdictions to designate areas where second units are
permitted based on reasonable criteria, such as adequate infrastructure.
Jurisdictions may also establish development standards, such as those for height,
setback, lot coverage, architectural review and the maximum size of the unit. The
law requires parking for second units to be no more than one space per unit or
bedroom and permitted in setback areas as tandem parking.

2450a

The town’s second unit ordinance allows second units on residential parcels one
acre or more in zoning districts that require a one acre parcel size or more. The
areas in Portola Valley with those size parcels tend to have sufficient infrastructre
and traffic capacity for additional units. Parcels with 10 or more acres are allowed
to have two second units.

2450b

The ordinance complies with the state’s requirements because a second unit, as an
accessory use, does not have to go through discretionary review to be approved.
However, if the unit is detached, more than 400 square feet in size, or above the
ground floor, it is subject to Architectural and Site Control Commission (ASCC)
review. In addition, all second units on parcels that front onto one of the two
scenic corridors in Portola Valley are required to obtain approval from the ASCC.
In 2011, the town amended its zoning ordinance to allow staff-level review of
second units up to 750 square feet that are created by converting area within an
existing home to a second unit.

2450c

ASCC review of second unit applications focuses on architectural design and
compliance with the design standards set forth in Section 18.12.040.B of the
Municipal Code. These design standards include requiring color, materials and
architecture to be similar to those of the main structure, limiting color reflectivity,
and limiting exterior lighting. The ASCC works with property owners to ensure that
second units meet the deisgn guidelines, and has never denied an application for a
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second unit. In cases where the second unit is being built at the same time as the
main dwelling unit, there is a single ASCC review for both structures.
2450d

The zoning ordinance limits the floor area of a second unit to 750 square feet. The
town also requires the vehicular access and address for the second unit to be the
same as those for the primary residence. Like single family homes, second units are
also subject to development standards for height, exterior color, roof reflectivity,
exterior lighting and landscaping. The parking standards for second units also
comply with state law because only one space is required per bedroom. Spaces do
not have to be covered and can be tandem.

2450e

Overall, the zoning ordinance provisions for second units are in compliance with
state law because standards for second units are clearly set forth and are permitted
as of right and can be administered ministerially as long as they do not exceed
certain criteria. Given the costs of land and construction in Portola Valley, the
requirement for architectural review and the associated cost is unlikely to be a
significant constraint on the construction of second units. The town continues to
work to encourage production of second units, and this housing element includes
additional actions to that end, as described in the programs section of this housing
element.
Subdivision Requirements

2451

The subdivision ordinance includes standards for on-site and off-site improvements
including roads, trails, paths, bike lanes, utilities, drainage facilities, street trees,
and conservation easements. These standards allow development that is
consistent with the natural environment of the town. For instance, paved roads are
narrow in order to reduce grading and impervious surface, but wide enough to
safely accommodate traffic. Non-motorized movements are accommodated on
easements off the roads and allow for a variety of ways of moving throughout the
community. Utility requirements, ie. water, sewer, and electricity are normal for
residential subdivisions. Street plantings are rarely required because the existing
vegetation normally provides a natural setting. Conservation easements are
required when appropriate in order to help preserve natural areas. Minimal
contributions of land or fees are required to help preserve open space.

2451a

These subdivision requirements have been accepted by developers. Developers
find the requirements reasonable and that they enhance the quality of their
projects. In some parts of town, however, connections to required utilities and
roads cannot be made. For instance, in practically all of the western hillsides, public
roads and utilities are not available. As noted elsewhere in this housing element,
the western hillsides are hazardous and comprise steep hillsides and canyons as
well as large areas of landslides. Since these areas are not suitable for
development, the lack of infrastructure does not pose a problem.
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Road Requirements
2451b

The paved surfaces of roads have been set wide enough to allow for traffic but also
as narrow as safety permits. Paving widths vary from 20 feet to 28 feet depending
on the type of road. Since most properties include space for off-street parking, the
roads are generally not designed for on-street parking. Right-of-way widths vary
from 60 to 100 feet. In planned unit developments, paving and rights-of-way can
be varied to fit the design of the development.
Trails, Paths and Bicycle Lanes

2451c

Portola Valley residents value the ability to ride horses, hike and bicycle throughout
the community. Accordingly, where these planned facilities pass through a
proposed subdivision, the developer will be required to provide the facility and
dedicate an easement that is normally 15 feet wide.
Utilities

2451d

California Water Service Company provides water throughout the town. The
company has indicated it has sufficient capacity to meet the housing needs
stipulated in this housing element. Gas and electrical utilities are normally readily
available.
Drainage

2451e

Given the low density of development in the town and extensive natural areas,
most drainage is surface drainage that eventually flows into one of the three major
creeks in the town. By and large, the only culverts are where drainage passes under
roads. Drainage improvements, therefore, are a minimal requirement on
developments. In some instances, a developer will be required to pay a fee to help
offset downstream impacts from a development.
Street Plantings

2451f

As noted above, in most instances the native vegetation provides all of the planting
needed along roads. In some cases, supplemental plantings may be required.
Conservation Easements

2451g

The town may require conservation easements to protect natural vegetation,
terrain, watercourses, waters, wildlife and for preventing or limiting erosion and
drainage problems. Normally, these easements are on lands that are not suited for
development and therefore do not interfere with well-planned developments.
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Dedication and Land for Park or Recreational Purposes
2451h

In subdivisions of more than 50 lots, the subdivider must dedicate .005 acres of
land for each anticipated resident of a subdivision. For subdivisions less than 50
acres, the subdivider must pay a fee based on the above requirement. In the town,
no subdivisions of 50 lots or more are anticipated, so only small in-lieu payments
can be expected.
Impact of Improvement Requirements on Cost and Supply of Housing

2451i

Fundamentally, the cost of land in Portola Valley is high. Subdivisions consequently
are aimed at rather expensive housing. Given this context, the cost of
improvements is a small portion of the total cost of housing. There have been no
instances in recent history where the cost of improvements discouraged or
prevented planned housing.
Inclusionary Housing Requirement

2451j

All new single family homes in Portola Valley are custom built, and as a result,
inclusionary housing is implemented differently in town than in other jurisdictions.
Since 1991, Portola Valley has required all subdividers in town to provide 15% of
their lots (for subdivisions with seven or more lots) or an in-lieu fee (for smaller
subdivisions and fractional lots) to the town for affordable housing. The cost of
providing this land or fee is offset by a 10% density bonus that the town provides to
all subdividers who are subject to this requirement. Once the land has been
provided, the town can then arrange for the construction of the below market rate
units. This arrangement allows the town to set the levels of affordability for each
project based on the town’s current needs.

2451k

Because of challenges the town encountered in trying to find a developer to
construct units on land provided through this program, however, the town intends
to revise this program to require the developer to construct the units, as is
described in the programs section of this housing element.

2451l

Some analysts believe that inclusionary housing requirements can sometimes act as
a constraint on housing by either substantially raising the price of market rate
housing or making housing too expensive to build. One subdivision has been
developed under this requirement, indicating that development can occur under
this requirement. In addition, the town’s inclusionary housing program provides
developers with a 10% density bonus to offset the costs of providing the land. As
the program is revised to require that developers build the housing units, local
architects and builders will be consulted to ensure that the requirements are not
overly onerous and the incentives are appropriate.
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2451m

Because land prices in Portola Valley are high, development of affordable housing
would be very difficult unless the land could be provided at no cost through a
program such as the inclusionary housing requirement. Market rate housing in
Portola Valley is only affordable to households with incomes well above the
moderate range. Given the high cost of market rate housing in town, the effects of
the inclusionary housing provisions on affordability are negligible.
Summary of Analysis of Land Use Controls

2452

Portola Valley’s land use controls were developed to fit the town’s situation on the
edge of the urban San Francisco Peninsula area, with complex and unstable
geology, steep terrain, and the San Andreas fault bisecting the town. Within this
context, the controls the town has adopted allow for flexibility to fit development
to the land. For instance, development intensity is conditioned by steepness of
slope, unstable geology, areas subject to flooding and remoteness from major
roads. The development approval process results in development that is approriate
to the environment. The town allows and encourages cluster development and
planned developments whereby designs fit to sites rather than creating “cookie
cutter” developments.

2452a

These natural constraints, including a location well removed from public
transportation and significant employment centers, have led to low density
development. The low densities permitted are appropriate for the environment
and location, and to ensure the safety of residents.

2452b

Despite these constraints, the town recognizes that higher density, attached
housing can be appropriate in certain locations. Therefore, the town allows
multifamily housing in specified locations as set forth in the affiliated housing
program of this housing element. Seven units have been built due to this program,
and eleven additional units have been approved and are expected to be built in the
planning period.

Building Code
2453

Portola Valley adopted the 2013 California Building Code. There have been no
amendments or additions made to the building code by the town that present a
constraint to housing development. The building code is enforced by the town’s
building official.

Permit and Processing Procedures
2454

The town’s processing and permit procedures protect the community interest while
permitting safe and responsible construction, additions and remodeling on private
property. A key aspect is the requirement for geologic investigations to ensure safe
development in areas of the town mapped as potentially hazardous.
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Subdividing
2455

The town’s subdivision regulations reflect the complicated and unique features of
the land such as soils, land movement potential and drainage capacity. A
subdivision proposal includes the following steps:
1. Review of a preliminary map by town staff and planning commission
2. Review and approval of the tentative map by the planning commission, and
3. Review and approval of the final map by the town council.

2455a

It is difficult to estimate the time needed for review and approval of a typical
subdivision proposal because the factors that impact timing are unique for each
proposal. The Blue Oaks development, a 30-lot hillside subdivision on a site
bisected by the San Andreas Fault, took about 10 years to move from the
conceptual phase to final map review and approval. Approximately five to seven
years of that time were spent by the applicant challenging the town’s geologic
information and related regulations and pursuing design proposals that were
inconsistent with town plans and regulations. Eventually, a reasonable design was
developed and formal application filed for processing. The project then faced
delays during CEQA review, and significant measures were needed to mitigate
potential adverse impacts on the environment. After final approval, three more
years passed during construction of subdivision improvements.

2455b

Two smaller subdivisions took significantly less time to obtain approval. The Priory,
a three unit subdivision, took six years for approval and Platt, a two unit
subdivision, required two and one-half years for approval. These subdivisions
required more time than may be typical because there were significant design
difficulties in both cases, including access issues. In addition, the complexity of the
land on these sites slowed the approval process. Staff estimates that approval of a
subdivision on any of the remaining larger sites in town, all of which are very
complex, would take at least two to four years.
Lot by lot construction

2456

Most residential development occurs on a lot-by-lot basis. All homes, including
those in approved subdivisions, require individual permits. The process for
residential development includes:
1.

Preliminary design review at the staff level.

2.

Architectural review by the Architectural and Site Control Commission (ASCC).
Some projects are also subject to homeowners’ association architectural
review. These reviews are usually concurrent with ASCC review.
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3.

Review by the Planning Commission (for proposals with grading exceeding
1,000 cubic yards only).

4.

Site development permit approval.

5.

Building permit approval.

2456a

The review, including the first four steps listed above, takes from four months to
one year. Another eight to twelve weeks are then usually needed to process a
building permit application. Prior to approving a building permit, town staff and
consultants review the plans, as well as outside agencies.

2456b

The town’s processing and permit procedures may take longer than in typical Bay
Area communities because of the complexity of the environment and the level of
scrutiny directed at development proposals. However, many developers,
architects, and engineers who work in Portola Valley do not find the processing and
permit procedures a constraint. In fact, they find that building in Portola Valley can
be easier because the requirements are clearly explained from the start of a
project. Staff and consultants work closely with developers to explain the process,
expectations, and requirements necessary for approval. This attention given early
in the process avoids delays in the long run by ensuring that the most appropriate
project for the site is presented for approval.
ASCC Review Process

2457

All new residential structures must be reviewed and approved by the Architectural
and Site Control Commission (ASCC), whose decisions may be appealed to the
Planning Commission. The ASCC process begins with a preliminary meeting with
staff to discuss the applicant’s initial ideas and outline the town standards,
regulations and design guidelines that would apply. The applicant then has the
opportunity to revise the design before submitting the application to the ASCC. In
general, the ASCC considers an application at the meeting closest to two weeks
after the application was filed. Simple projects, such as second units, are usually
decided at that meeting. Most projects are acted on in no more than two
meetings, although occasionally a complex project may take additional time. As a
result, ASCC review takes no more than one or two months from the time that the
applicant comes in for the preliminary meeting. Measured from the filing of the
application, the ASCC review would take even less time.

2457a

All staff reports for the ASCC follow a standard format and address the same topics,
that are set forth in the zoning ordinance and the design guidelines. Both the
zoning ordinance and the design guidelines are written documents which applicants
can consider in putting together their applications. The town uses a standard
format for the ASCC staff reports in order to give consistency to the review process
and ensure that each application is considered in the same way as all others.
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2457b

While the criteria are the same for each project, the specific physical conditions on
an individual parcel of land may be unique. Given the prevalence of slope, geology,
drainage and other physical issues throughout Portola Valley, individual
consideration of each project is necessary. The ASCC provides this individual
consideration along with consistent application of standards and guidelines.

2457c

The ASCC review process is fast, is based on written standards and guidelines, and
uses a standard format to ensure consistency in its decisions. The cost, as
discussed below in the section on fees, deposits and exactions, is similar to the cost
in other, similar communities, and is a very small percentage of the cost of a project
given the high costs of land and construction in the town. For all of these reasons,
ASCC review does not act as a significant constraint to the provision of housing in
Portola Valley.
Site Development Permit

2458

The Site Development Ordinance establishes the framework for the removal of
vegetation, including significant trees, and excavation and fill (grading) on a site.
Persons conducting those activities are required to apply for a site development
permit. Depending on the amount of grading, the application is acted on by either
the staff, the Architecture and Site Control Commission, or the Planning
Commission. Applicants can appeal a decision to the Town Council in a public
hearing. This process is necessary to protect both the environment and the
applicants, especially in steep and unstable areas. The process is the same for all
applicants and does not act as a constraint to the development of housing.
Conditional Use Permit and Planned Unit Development Permit Processes

2459

Most residential development in town is not required to obtain either a conditional
use permit (CUP) or a planned unit development permit (PUD). Subdividers who
would like flexibility in the development standards may apply for a PUD, and most
subdivisions in recent years have used PUDs. Since Portola Valley treats PUDs as a
type of CUP, the process is similar for both. The ASCC first reviews the application
as an advisory body, and then the application moves to the Planning Commission
for a decision. Neither CUPs nor PUDs require action by the Town Council unless
the Planning Commission action is appealed.

2459a

While multifamily housing is not generally allowed, the town has developed a
program to allow multifamily housing at existing institutional developments such as
the Priory and the Sequoias through amendments to the existing CUPs for those
projects. If, however, a new multifamily housing project were proposed that was
separate from existing uses, a PUD would be needed.

2459b

For example, at the Woodside Priory School, seven multifamily units were approved
and built as workforce housing. To build these units, the Priory needed to amend
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its conditional use permit, a process that took approximately four months. The
Priory has also received approval for a master plan that includes eleven additional
housing units which have not yet been constructed.
2459c

The cost for the permits is a very small percentage of the cost for the project as a
whole, and is not significant given the high costs of land and construction in Portola
Valley. For these reasons, the CUP/PUD requirements for multifamily housing do
not appear to be acting as a constraint on the provision of housing in the town—in
fact, these permits make multifamily housing possible in Portola Valley.

Fees, Deposits and Exactions
2460

The town sets fees to cover the actual costs of processing development
applications. For the typical house constructed in Portola Valley, the fees are a
minor part of the applicant’s costs and a very small percentage of the value created
by approvals.

2460a

In May 2012, the Town Council approved a resolution adopting new Planning,
Building, and Engineering Department fee schedules. These fees were based upon
an extensive study of actual costs to the town to administer and process permits.
The study also included a comparison of the town’s fees with fees charged by
nearby jurisdictions, including Atherton, Menlo Park, and Woodside. This
comparison showed that the town’s fees are comparable to the fees in these other
communities, as is shown in the table below.
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Comparison of Selected Filing Fees, 2012

Service
Pre-Application Meeting

Portola Valley

Atherton

Menlo Park

Woodside

575

161 per
hour
1,282

400 dep +
hrly
--

--

3,000 +hrly

Site Development Permit (101 – 1,000
cubic yards)
Variance

2,225

Conditional Use Permit-PUD

5,940

CUP Amendment

1,980

Architectural Design/Review: New
House
Guesthouse

1,115

2,242 min +
hrly
1,919 min +
hrly
1,919 min +
hrly
1,282

660

1,282

660

1,282

General Plan Amendment

3,300

3,534 min +
hrly

Preliminary Subdivision Map
Tentative Map

3,040
4,640

-2,242 min +
hrly

-6,000 + hrly

Lot Line Adjustment & Merger

1,600

1,596 min +
hrly

--

Additions

2,340

10,000 dep +
hrly
10,000 dep +
hrly
2,000 dep +
hrly
2,000 dep +
hrly
2,000 dep +
hrly
8,000 dep +
hrly

600 dep +
1,125
1,775 min
2,238
1,063
1,125
1,125
1,125
4,425 dep +
contractor
cost + 25%
overhead
-10,850 dep
+ contractor
cost + 25%
overhead
2,850 dep +
contractor
cost + 25%
overhead

Source: NBS “Town of Portola Valley Cost of Service Study for Analyzing User and Regulatory Fees” March 21, 2012

2460b

Deposits are also charged for planning, engineering and geologic review, which
include those provided by consultants, such as the town engineer, town geologist,
town planner and town attorney. These deposits cover the cost of reviews and
services needed for particular applications. As a result, the amount of the deposit
will be lower for simple projects and higher for complicated projects. Selected
2013 fees and deposits for services required to evaluate applications are listed in
the table below.
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Standard Housing Development Fees and Deposits in Portola Valley
Filing Fees

Consultation Meeting
$ 590
Architectural Review
New Residence
$1,140
Second Unit
$ 675
Additions
$ 675
Amendment
$ 340
Site Development Permit
50-100 cubic yards
$ 1,070
100-1000 cubic yards
$ 2,280
1000+ cubic yards
$ 2,890
Conditional Use Permit
Standard
$ 4,055
PUD
$ 6,085
Amendment
$ 2,030
Variance
$ 2,400
Geology Review
Building Permit
$ 255
Map Modification
$ 1,015
Deviation
$ 890
Building Permit Review (Planner)
$ 140
Building Permit Review (Engineer)
$ 150
Zoning Permit
$ 310
Subdivision
Preliminary map
$ 3,115
Tentative Map
$ 4,750
Final Map
$ 1,360
Map Time Extension
$ 380
Tentative Map Amendment
$ 760
Final Map Revision
$ 760
Source:
Town of Portola Valley, “Updated Fee Schedule” June 12, 2013

Deposit for
Services
$ 500
$ 2,500
$ 1,500
$ 1,500
$ 2,500
$ 4,000
$ 4,000
$ 7,500
$ 7,500
$ 3,500
$ 3,500
$ 2,500
$ 2,500
$ 2,500
$ 500
$ 1,000
$ 1,000
$ 7,500
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

2460c

Like other residential developments, second unit applications are charged fees for a
building permit and plan check. In addition, detached second units, second units
with more than 400 square feet, and second units located above the ground floor
are required to go through architectural review and must pay the associated fee
and deposit for service. However, second units that are built at the same time as
the main house on the lot do not have to pay a separate fee for architectural review
for the second unit. Building permit and plan check fees are essential to ensure
that a building complies with local and state requirements and are not considered a
constraint to the development of second units.

2460d

It will be difficult for the town to waive fees and deposits entirely for affordable
housing projects because of the routine use of outside consultants and the reliance
on the fees to cover the cost of town services provided. However, the town is
prepared to use money collected as in-lieu fees for below market rate units to
mitigate the constraints of fees. Also, the town has amended the town’s fee
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ordinances to allow all or part of the fees to be waived, at the discretion of the
Town Council, for projects with at least 50% of units for households with moderate
incomes or below.
2460e

Exactions are required in the form of drainage fees, easements or in-lieu fees for
parks and open space, and off-site improvements made necessary by the
development. The exaction amounts depend upon the specifics of each project.
Drainage fees are only charged to subdivisions and on a per-acre assessment.
These fees pay for the cost to construct drainage facilities listed in the town’s
master drainage plan, which is designed to protect lots and streets from flood
hazards. The additional cost is a minor fee compared to the costs of the entire
subdivision. These fees are essential to ensure that the town is protected from
flood hazards and is developed with adequate drainage infrastructure.

2460f

Portola Valley also charges subdivisions a fee in-lieu of the dedication of land for
park or recreational purposes, as permitted by state law. On subdivisions of 50 lots
or less, the subdivider is required to pay a fee determined by multiplying .005 times
the land value per acre times the projected number of new residents in the
subdivision. The subdivider may dedicate 5% of the total area for open space
rather than pay the fee upon approval from the planning commission. Subdivisions
with 50 lots or more are required to dedicate land of an amount determined by
multiplying .005 times the number of acres times the projected number of
residents. An in-lieu fee may be paid instead with approval of the planning
commission. Residential developments that are not part of a subdivision are not
required to pay this exaction. Like the drainage exaction, the additional cost is
minor compared to the overall cost to develop a subdivision.

2460g

Historically, drainage and open space exactions have not been cited as a constraint
to the development of multifamily housing. The requirements do not hinder the
provision of below market rate units in the subdivision, and the subdivision
ordinance promotes the development of below market rate units overall. Based on
experience, the exactions required for subdivisions are not a constraint to the
development of below market rate housing in Portola Valley.

2460h

Total fees for a recent house reconstruction, which would be similar to those for a
new house, were approximately $22,000. The value of the house prior to
reconstruction was $1.4 million. Therefore, the fees were less than 2% of the value
of the home. Fees for a guest house are significantly less: approximately $8,000.
For the most recent multifamily development (the construction of seven attached
units at the Priory), the fees totaled about $7,000 per unit.

2460i

Overall, fees, deposits and exactions are not anticipated to be significant
constraints on the construction of housing. If these should be problem for a
particular development, fees and deposits can be paid using housing in-lieu funds,
and/or the Town Council can waive all or part of fees. Drainage and open space
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exactions have not constrained the production of multifamily housing in the past
and are not expected to during the planning period.
Infrastructure and Public Service Constraints
2461

The infrastructure and level of public services in town is geared to a small dispersed
population. Many of the roads are narrow and winding with restricted capacity.
Limited bus service is provided by SamTrans along Portola and Alpine Roads (Bus
85). Only a portion of the town is served by sanitary sewers. On-site disposal
systems are used in much of the town, and in many areas, successful disposal
requires large sites because of adverse soils and drainage conditions. Most local
public services are provided by special districts or San Mateo County under
contract. The Woodside Fire Protection District provides fire protection services.
Police services are provided by the private Woodside Patrol and the County Sheriff.
The town has limited control over the quality and quantity of these services.

2461a

The town government operates on a minimal budget with a small staff. The town’s
ability to undertake major programs to provide housing is severely constrained by
fiscal realities and limited staff time. As a result, housing programs with high
administrative demands are not practical for the town and have been avoided.

2461b

To mitigate the constraints pertaining to public services, this element provides for
affordable housing on sites with current access to services or in new subdivisions
that will provide services. In-lieu fees collected through the inclusionary housing
program may also be used to help cover costs when no other source is available.

Nongovernmental Constraints
2462

Nongovernmental constraints that can affect a community’s ability to provide
suitable sites for affordable housing include the price of land, the cost of
construction, and the availability of financing.

Price of Land
2462a

The extremely high cost of land in Portola Valley is the most significant constraint
on the development of affordable housing in the town. Land often costs around
$1-2 million per acre, a price that is probably too high to allow the development of
affordable housing under market conditions. Land prices for single parcels in the
similar neighboring communities of Woodside, Palo Alto, and Atherton are
comparable to Portola Valley prices.

2462b

There were two undeveloped parcels listed for sale in late 2013. One was asking
$3.6 million for a 4.48-acre parcel, and the other was asking approximately $2.15
million for a 2.25-acre parcel.
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2462c

The challenge from the town’s perspective is to provide affordable housing
opportunities in the face of extreme market pressure, while at the same time
preserving the characteristics that make Portola Valley a desirable place in which to
live. The town’s housing programs attempt to mitigate the effects of these market
conditions. To offset the high cost of land, the inclusionary housing program
provides affordable housing, including land. The affiliated multifamily housing
program allows increased density, reducing costs per unit. The second unit
program provides the opportunity for construction of second units by the private
market with essentially no land cost.

Construction Cost
2463

The cost of construction can also constrain housing production, particularly for
affordable housing. Residential construction in Portola Valley is comparable to the
neighboring communities of Woodside, Palo Alto, and Atherton. The costs average
around $350-$450 per square foot. These high costs, however, are often a result of
homeowners’ choices to use unique designs and expensive materials.

2463a

The inclusionary housing program will provide land for affordable housing on sites
that have been improved to serve market rate development, thereby reducing the
cost of subdivision improvements for the affordable units. In addition, developers
can select relatively simple and straightforward designs as well as less expensive
construction materials to further reduce the cost of construction.

Availability of Financing
2464

Most homes in Portola Valley are custom-built homes funded by individual
households. Financing for this type of construction is more difficult to obtain now
that banks have increased their requirements. However, financing is no more of a
constraint in Portola Valley than in other communities in the Bay Area. In fact,
loans for individual homes may currently be easier to obtain than loans for
speculative housing developments.

Constraints on Housing for People with Disabilities
2465

California housing element law now requires specific analysis of constraints on
housing for people with disabilities, including developmental disabilities. This
section reviews both governmental and nongovernmental constraints, and
identifies actions that can be taken to mitigate the constraints.
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Governmental Constraints
Zoning Ordinance
2466

The town’s zoning code was amended in 2011 to remove the constraints to housing
for persons with disabilities that were identified in the 2009 housing element.
These amendments included:
•

Updating the definition of household to comply with state law;

•

Adding a definition of “residential care facility” to the ordinance, allowing
these facilities for six or fewer persons by right in residential districts, and
allowing these facilities for seven or more persons as a conditional use in the
commercial and office districts;

•

Allowing access ramps and related railings to extend into required yards; and

•

Adding a reasonable accommodations section to the zoning ordinance
(Chapter 18.11).

2466a

Portola Valley permits housing for special needs groups, including for individuals
with disabilities, without regard to distances between such uses or the number of
uses in any part of the City. The Land Use Element of the General Plan does not
restrict the siting of special need housing.

2466b

All dwelling units are subject to the same standards for elements such as building
heights, setbacks and floor area within the district in which they are located
(Section 18.48.010). Because these standards may present a constraint to housing
for disabled people in certain cases, the town adopted a reasonable
accommodations ordinance as Chapter 18.11 of the zoning code to allow for
flexibility in the zoning regulations when a reasonable and demonstrated need
appears for a person with a disability. The reasonable accommodations ordinance
could also potentially be used to reduce parking requirements for developments
serving people with disabilities.

2466c

All new residential structures must be reviewed and approved by the Architectural
and Site Control Commission (ASCC), whose decisions may be appealed to the
Planning Commission. The ASCC bases its review upon clearly stated standards and
applies these standards consistently from project to project. This process is an
essential part of enforcing the zoning code and provisions in the General Plan.
Because of the standard nature of the review and the ability to appeal a decision,
the ASCC review process is not a constraint to housing for people with disabilities.
Site Development Ordinance

2466d

The Site Development Ordinance establishes the framework for the removal of
vegetation, including significant trees, and excavation and fill on a site. Persons
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conducting those activities are required to apply for a site development permit.
Depending on the amount of grading, the application is acted on by either the staff,
the Architecture and Site Control Commission, or the Planning Commission.
Applicants can appeal a decision to the town council in a public hearing. This
process is necessary to protect both the environment and the applicants, especially
in steep and unstable areas. The process is the same for all applicants and does not
act as a constraint to the development of housing for people with disabilities.
Building Code and Building Permit
2466e

Portola Valley adopted the 2013 California Building Code. There have been no
amendments or additions made to the building code by the town that present a
constraint to the development of housing for persons with disabilities. The Town
also follows Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations. Title 24 regulations
govern a building’s access and adaptability for persons with disabilities in
commercial and multi-family buildings. When there is a discrepancy between the
zoning ordinance and a Title 24 provision, the Title 24 provision prevails.

2466f

A building permit is required for the construction or alteration of a structure.
Standard application forms and filing processes are used for all applicants and are
not considered a constraint to the development of housing for persons with
disabilities. A building permit is required for access ramps and other special building
modifications on commercial buildings or residential multi-family buildings. These
types of buildings are required by law to be accessible to the disabled.

Nongovernmental Constraints
2467

The nongovernmental constraints that could affect housing for people with
disabilities include the price of land and the cost of construction. In addition, the
lack of public transportation and support services in town could constrain housing
for people with certain types of disabilities. There is little the town can do to
mitigate these types of constraints.

Conclusion
2468

The town has addressed the constraints to housing for people with disabilities that
were identified in the 2009 Housing Element, and some of these changes, such as
adding residential care facilities as an allowed use, would also benefit people with
developmental disabilities. In addition, given that many people with disabilities,
especially those with developmental disabilities, live with their parents or other
relatives, second units could be a valuable form of housing for at least a portion of
the population with disabilities. As a result, the town’s actions to facilitate and
encourage construction of second units may help this population as well.
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Sites Suitable for Housing
2469

State law requires the town to demonstrate that sufficient residential housing sites
exist in town to accommodate the town’s share of total regional housing need. The
town’s housing need as assigned through San Mateo County’s subregional housing
allocation process is shown in the table below.
Housing Need for Portola Valley, 2014-2022
Income Category
Units
Extremely Low
11
Very Low
10
Low
15
Moderate
15
Above Moderate
13
Total
64

2469a

The following site inventory goes through three steps to determine how much
housing could be built in Portola Valley during the current planning period. First,
areas that are not suitable for development are identified and removed from
consideration. Second, the vacant land in the remainder of the town is identified,
and the realistic development capacity for this land is determined. Finally, the
suitability of the vacant land for development is described, together with the
likelihood of development during the planning period.

A Process of Elimination
2470

Portola Valley faces different constraints on development than any other
community on the Peninsula, with the possible exception of Woodside. Much of
Portola Valley is unsuitable for development for one or more reasons. The major
constraints on development are the presence of the San Andreas fault, large areas
of landslides, the steepness of slopes, and the fire hazards due to natural
conditions.
Physical Limitations

2470a

The San Andreas Fault runs though the center of the town. The fault separates the
North American Plate from the Pacific Plate and poses problems of fault offset as
well as intense ground shaking. The nature of the geology on the two sides of the
fault is very different. By and large, the area east of the fault possesses largely
stable land devoid of landslides. The area west of the fault, however, is composed
of large areas of active and potential landslides. These landslides can be triggered
by rainfall or grading as well as earthquakes.
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2470b

Portola Valley has been a national leader in planning for land use that recognizes
geologic instabilities. See for instance, “A Model for Effective Use of Geology in
Planning, Portola Valley, California” which was included in Landslide Hazards and
Planning, Planning Advisory Service Report Number 533/534, published by the
American Planning Association in 2005. Portola Valley has mapped the geology of
the entire town at a scale of 1” = 500’. The town geologist reviews all proposed
development in geologically hazardous areas. The town’s geologic map is far too
detailed to include in the housing element; however, two geologic maps are
included in the element to describe the hazards in some detail. First, a map of the
San Andreas fault is shown on Exhibit 1. The map clearly indicates how the central
part of the town is affected. Second, the state map of seismic hazard zones is
shown on Exhibit 2. A brief look at the map confirms that the western part of the
town is almost entirely subject to earthquake induced landslides. A somewhat
lesser hazard is depicted by substantial areas that are subject liquefaction. In most
instances, there are geotechnical solutions to liquefaction, provided a project can
bear the high cost of a solution.

2470c

Another major limitation are the extremely steep slopes in the western part of the
town. These are shown on Exhibit 3. It is clear that there are large areas of 41% or
greater in slope and significant areas in the 21% to 40% range. Development is
extremely difficult in areas with slopes in excess of 41% and very difficult in areas
with slopes in excess of 21%.

2470d

Fire hazards pose another limitation on development. In 2008, the town
contracted for a fire study, and the map in reduced form is shown on Exhibit 4. A
review of the map with the aid of the legend makes it clear that much of the
western part of the town is exposed to very high fire hazards.

2470e

In sum, the combination of the San Andreas Fault, large areas of landslides, very
steep slopes and high fire hazards form a major basis for the town’s general plan
and zoning regulation that permit only a very limited amount of development in the
western hillsides. Further limitations include a lack of public roads and water
supply. Together with the hazards listed above, these require that the town protect
the public interest with strict limitations on development in the western hillsides.

2470f

The eastern part of the town is completely different from the western part. In the
eastern part of the town, landslides are few, slopes less steep, fire hazard less and
the area is served by public roads and a public water supply developed to meet fire
fighting requirements. It is no wonder that the historic development of the town
started in the eastern part and has continued in this part in the years since the
town incorporated in 1964.
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Sanitary Sewer Limitations
2470g

As a “rural” community Portola Valley was developed with lots served by septic
tank and drainfield systems. The town does not have a municipal sewer system.
The sewers that do exist are provided by the West Bay Sanitary District. The district
does not install sewers, but developers and homeowners are responsible for
annexing their properties to the district and paying for the cost of extending and
hooking-up to sewers. Exhibit 5 shows parcels that have been annexed to the
West Bay Sanitary District and differentiates between those parcels that have
connected to sewer and those that were annexed to the district but have not
connected to the sewer.
Since most of the town has lots in excess of one acre, septic tank systems have in
general worked well. New subdivisions including Portola Valley Ranch and Blue
Oaks do have sanitary sewers. Also, in some areas individual property owners or
groups of owners have banded together to annex to the district. Very few vacant
properties are served by sewers, and those properties are vacant lots in new
subdivisions where changes in zoning would not be expected and would likely result
in incompatible development.

Water Supply
2470h

Water for Portola Valley is supplied by the California Water District. The Water
District has stated that it can supply the water to serve Portola Valley’s housing
need throughout the 2014-2022 planning period.

Distribution to Water and Sewer Providers
2470i

As is required by Chapter 727m Statutes of 2004 (SB 1087), when this housing
element is adopted the town will immediately send a copy of the element to the
local water and sewer providers.

Inventory of Vacant Parcels
2471

The table that starts on the following page lists 84 vacant or largely vacant parcels
in the town, shows the zoning and General Plan designations, summarizes
environmental constraints, and estimates the realistic new unit capacity for each.
Keys for the abbreviations used in the table are provided at the end of the table.
Some sites have significant geologic problems and would be particularly difficult to
develop; these sites are marked with an asterisk(*) and shown with a different
symbol on the map.

2471a

In addition to the table, a map showing the parcels described in the table and titled
“Inventory of Land Suitable for Residential Development,” has been prepared
(Exhibit 6).
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Inventory of Land Suitable for Residential Development in Portola Valley
Site

APN

1*
2*
3*
4*
5*
6*
7*
8*
9
10
11
12*
13*
14*
15*
16*
17

R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-1
R-1
R-1
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-1
C-C

1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
20M
20M
20M
1A
1A
1A
1A
20M
PD

18*

076-181-070
076-181-090
076-182-020
076-184-040
076-192-100
076-192-120
076-192-130
076-192-140
076-212-100
076-231-070
076-234-050
076-238-030
076-244-030
076-244-070
076-244-080
076-251-090
076-261-120
076-261-130
076-330-030

Allowable
Density
(Dwelling
Units/Acre)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
5

R-E

3.5A

19*
20*
21*
22*
23
24

076-330-070
076-340-060
076-350-280
076-380-110
077-040-080
077-040-090

R-E
R-E
M-R
R-E
R-E
R-E

3.5A
3.5A
7.5A
1A
2.5A
2.5A

Zone Density
District

GP
Designation

Acres

Realistic New
Unit Capacity**

Infrastructure
Capacity

Environmental
Constraints

0.1
0.4
0.6
1.0
0.5
1.8
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.8
1.1
0.7
0.3
2.1
1.3

Md
Md
Pd
Md
Md
Md
Md
Md
n/a
n/a
n/a
Pd
Md
Md
Pd
SA Fault
SA Fault

14

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
5 (55+yrs) 1 BMR
in process
1

No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
Sewer

0.3

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low-Medium
Low-Medium
Low-Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low-Medium
Local
Shopping/Service
Cons Res

No sewer

0.3
0.3
0.13
1
0.4
0.4

Cons Res, Open Res
Cons Res, Open Res
Cons Res, Open Res
Low
Cons Res
Cons Res

356
229
23
5.9
2.5
2.8

25
29
1
1
1
1

No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer

SA Fault, Will.
Act
Md, Pd, Sbr
Md, Pd, Sbr
Steep Slopes
Md
n/a
n/a
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Site

APN

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37*

077-040-100
077-050-190
077-070-110
077-011-050
077-060-290
077-070-070
077-090-140
077-101-170
077-225-080
077-232-030
077-232-040
077-232-060
077-242-120

R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E

2.5A
2.5A
2.5A
2.5A
2.5A
2.5A
2.5A
1A
1A
2A
2A
2A
1A

Allowable
Density
(Dwelling
Units/Acre)
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51*

077-242-210
077-261-210
077-281-020
077-290-010
077-310-210
077-372-070
079-053-160
079-053-170
079-053-340
079-060-940
079-060-980
079-092-480
079-101-390
079-140-280

R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E

1A
2.5A
3.5A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A
1A

1
0.4
0.4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Zone Density
District

GP
Designation

Acres

Realistic New
Unit Capacity**

Infrastructure
Capacity

Environmental
Constraints

Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Low
Low
Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Low

2.7
2.5
4
2.6
7.4
3.1
2.5
2.7
1.2
2.7
2.8
2.0
4.7

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer

Low
Cons Res
Cons Res
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

3.6
2.7
75.4
1.0
1.1
1.0
3.0
3.0
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.1
2.5
1.1

1
1
29
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
Sewer
Sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Steep slopes;
partial OSE
Partial OSE
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Steep slopes
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Steep slopes
SA Fault
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Site

APN

52

079-151-050

R-E

1A

Allowable
Density
(Dwelling
Units/Acre)
2

53
54
55
56*
57*
58*
59*
60*
61*
62*
63*

079-220-010
079-220-020
079-220-030
080-010-020
080-010-030
080-010-040
080-020-010
080-020-020
080-020-030
080-020-040
080-020-050

R-E
R-E
R-E
M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R

1A
1A
1A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A

1
1
1
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13

Low
Low
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res

4.5
4.7
5.8
13.6
33.4
44.0
18.0
14.8
20.2
25.0
46.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer

64*
65*
66*
67*
68*
69*
70*
71*
72
73
74
75
76
77

080-020-080
080-020-100
080-020-110
080-040-010
080-040-040
080-040-060
080-040-110
080-040-120
080-241-020
080-241-030
080-241-110
080-241-130
080-241-150
080-241-230

M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R
M-R
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E

7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
7.5A
3.5A
3.5A
3.5A
3.5A
3.5A
3.5A

0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD

Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Open Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res

4.6
20.6
4.4
8.0
33.7
16.4
10.7
31.0
2.2
2.3
2.1
2.0
1.4
1.1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
No sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer

Zone Density
District

GP
Designation

Acres

Realistic New
Unit Capacity**

Infrastructure
Capacity

Environmental
Constraints

Low-Medium

0.4

1

No sewer

Narrow lot,
creek setback,
subject to
flooding
n/a
Narrow lot
n/a
OSE
Pd, Sbr OSE
Pd, Md OSE
Md, Sbr, OSE
OSE
OSE
Md, Ps, Sbr
Ms, Ps, Sbr,
OSE
Md, Ps
Pd
Pd
Pd
n/a
Md, Pd, Sbr
Pd
Pd, Sbr
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
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Site

APN

78
79
80

080-241-240
080-241-280
080-471-030
080-500-030

Zone Density
District

R-E
R-E
R-E

3.5A
2A
2A

Allowable
Density
(Dwelling
Units/Acre)

GP
Designation

Acres

Realistic New
Unit Capacity**

Infrastructure
Capacity

Environmental
Constraints

PD
PD
PD

Cons Res
Cons Res
Cons Res

1.7
0.5
0.6

1
1
1

Sewer
Sewer
Sewer

n/a
n/a
n/a

* Sites marked with an asterisk have greater than average geologic hazards or other environmental constraints and would be particularly difficult to
develop
** The “Realistic New Unit Capacity” is based on the number of vacant lots and potential new lots that could be created through subdivision
Zones
R-E= Residential Estate, R-1 = Single Family Residential, M-R = Mountainous Residential, C-C= Community Commercial
Density District (Residential Density Combining District) sets the minimum lot size
15M= 15,000 sf, 20M= 20,000sf, 1A= 1 acre, 2A= 2 acres, 2.5A= 2.5 acres, 3.5A= 3.5 acres, 7.5= 7.5 acres, PD = set by Planned Development
Allowable Density
PD = set by Planned Development
GP (General Plan) Designation
Cons Res = Conservation Residential, Open Res = Open Space Residential, Low = Low Intensity Residential, Low-Medium = Low-Medium Intensity
Residential, Local Shopping/Service = Local Shopping and Service Commercial
Environmental Constraints
SA Fault = a trace of the San Andreas Fault passes through the property
Sbr = Stable bedrock, Ps = potential shallow landslide, Pd = potential deep landslide, Md = moving deep landslide
OSE = Open Space Easement
Williamson Act = Land is under Williamson Act contract, which limits development potential
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Analysis of Suitability for Development
2472

This analysis looks at four different types of potential new residential
development: single family homes on existing lots; large parcels that could
accommodate a number of new homes; potential locations for affiliated
multifamily development; and second units. Each of these types is
discussed below.

Single Family Homes
2472a

As the inventory shows, an estimated 79 new single family homes could be
accommodated on existing lots or through small (2 unit) subdivisions. Of
these, approximately 35 have significant environmental issues and are
unlikely to develop within the planning period. However, there are still over
40 existing lots for single family homes remaining in town that could
reasonably be developed by 2022.

2472b

There have been 32 homes built during the past ten years, for an average of
3.2 new homes per year. In the eight year planning period, a total of
approximately 26 new homes would be built if this construction rate
continues. This estimate appears to be reasonable given that the capacity
exceeds this estimate. All 26 of these homes would be expected to be
affordable only to households with above moderate incomes.

Large Parcels
2472c

There are 5 sites or groups of sites listed on the site inventory that could
accommodate larger amounts of housing. Each of these is discussed briefly
below.
Site 17 (Sausal Creek) is a 1.3 acre parcel that has been approved for
development with five single family homes for residents age 55 and older,
plus one below market rate unit. This development was on hold for the
duration of a lawsuit filed by a neighbor, which was resolved in late 2007 in
favor of the proposed development, and the property is currently on the
market. The development approvals would expire in 2015.
Site 19 (El Mirador Ranch) is one of the largest privately owned parcels in
town, with 356 acres in the western hillsides. Because of steep slopes, deep
canyons, and landslides on much of the property, as well as the presence of
the San Andreas Fault, development on this site would likely need to be
clustered in a 10 acre area located near Portola Road. The property does
not have sewer access, which also limits potential density. Given all of the
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constraints on the land, probably no more than 25 homes could be built on
this property. However, the current property owners have stated that they
intend to hold the property as open space. Therefore, no new residential
development is anticipated for this site by 2022.
Site 20 (Spring Ridge LLC) is located next to Site 21 and faces many of the
same challenges: steep slopes, landslides, the San Andreas Fault, and a lack
of sewer service. New development on this site would likely also need to be
clustered, and a maximum of 29 units could probably be built here. Much of
the parcel is now being used to grow grapes for the winery on the property.
Property owners have indicated that they might be interested in developing
the land but that they are not in a hurry to do so. No new residential
development is anticipated on this site by 2022.
Site 40 (Stanford Wedge) is an 89 acre site owned by Stanford University.
The land consists of a relatively flat portion along Alpine Road surrounded
by steep hillsides to the sides and rear of the property. Development on
this site would need to be clustered in the land by Alpine Road. There is
approximately 4 acres of usable land on the parcel once all of the steep
slopes, unstable areas and required setbacks are subtracted. Under the
town’s regulations, up to 27.6 single family dwelling units would be allowed
on the parcel overall. Affiliated housing would also be allowed on this
parcel, as is discussed further below.
Sites 56–63, 65-66 (Fogarty Winery) are occupied by an award winning
winery including vineyards, storage and bottling facilities and an event
center. The remote site is located in the western hillsides and includes
many steep slopes and landslide hazards. In addition, an open space
easement covers much of the winery. There is no sewer service or public
water supply. Although these sites together could theoretically eventually
accommodate some number of new homes in the future, additional
development is not anticipated by 2022.
Affiliated Development
2472d

Portola Valley is a rural community with a history of single family
development on large lots. To accommodate some multifamily
development, however, the town developed a housing program in the early
1990s that would allow multifamily housing on institutional sites for
employees and staff affiliated with the institutions that own the parcels.
This program allows affiliated affordable multifamily housing on three
designated sites in town, each with a planned development permit. These
sites are discussed below and shown on Exhibit 7, Potential Affiliated
Affordable Housing Sites.
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2472e

The Stanford Wedge is an 89 acre site owned by Stanford University, which
was discussed above as one of the large parcels of land remaining in town
that could be developed with housing. The town’s regulations would allow
27.625 single family dwelling units on the parcel overall, and Section 2106e
of the General Plan allows this density to increase by a factor of three for
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multifamily affordable housing, as long as the overall floor area does not
exceed the amount allowed for market rate development. Therefore, up to
82.9 units could potentially be provided on this site, although the number
would likely be lower.
2472f

This site could potentially be developed with faculty or graduate student
housing; because of the distance from the university campus,
undergraduate housing is unlikely. Town officials and staff have discussed
this possibility with Stanford officials over many years, but the University
has not indicated any intention to either sell or develop this land.

2472g

The second site for multifamily housing is The Priory School site. In 2001,
the town approved an application to construct seven multifamily units for
faculty and staff on the site. These units were approved with the following
condition:
“The Priory shall make every effort reasonably possible, to the
satisfaction of the planning commission, to ensure a majority of the
units are occupied so as to achieve the below market rate town
housing element objectives. These objectives anticipate at at least
one unit would be for a very low income household, one unit for a low
income household, and three units for moderate income households.
Relative to this condition, the Priory shall file a report with the
planning commission on the projected unit occupancy prior to initial
occupancy and annually thereafter. The report shall advise the
commission how occupancy relates to the housing element
objectives.”

2472h

The housing element goals set forth in this condition were based on the
draft housing element that was under discussion at the time the project was
approved in 2001. The Priory School reports annually to the town on
whether these income targets are being met. In 2012, one unit was
occupied by a low income household, two units were occupied by moderate
income households, three units were occupied by above moderate income
households, and one unit was vacant. Each unit is being provided at rents at
or below 30% of the household income. Overall, the School usually does
meet the requirements, although a unit may be occupied by a higher
income household for a period of time when household incomes increase.
The school works to provide the housing to the lowest income staff possible
when a unit turns over.

2472i

In 2005, the town approved a Master Plan for the school property that
includes eleven additional housing units to be built in the future. The school
has been working on implementing other portions of its Master Plan to
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date, but those units are still approved. Because the Priory has had
difficulty maintaining units at the very low income level, this housing
element anticipates that the 11 new units would be divided among the
income categories as follows: 3 low income units, 4 moderate income units,
and 4 above-moderate income units.
2472j

The Sequoias has not added any housing at their facility between 2009 and
2014. The affiliated housing program would permit employee housing to be
built on the site. Town staff has talked with representatives of the Sequoias
about the possibility of employee housing on the site. The Sequoias is
exploring options for employee housing, although the site is severely
constrained by geology, including an active trace of the San Andreas fault
which passes through part of the property

Second Units
2472k

Exhibit 8 shows where second units are allowed in Portola Valley. Between
July of 2008 and December of 2013, 29 new second units were approved in
Portola Valley, for an average of 5.3 new units per year. This is an increase
over the Town’s previous average, which was 4.9 new second units per year
as reported in the 2009 housing element. The 2009 element included
actions to encourage additional second unit production, including increased
publicity and preparation of a second units manual for the town. Second
unit production does now appear to be increasing in town, and more
applications are including second units.

2472l

This housing element also includes provisions to encourage increased
production of second units, including allowing staff-level review of second
units up to 750 square feet in size, allowing two second units on parcels that
are over 3.5 acres in size, and allowing larger second units up to 1,000
square feet on lots that are 2 acres or more.

2472m

These measures are anticipated to increase the number of second units
built in the town by about one unit per year, from an average of 5.3 units
annually to approximately 6.5 units annually. The town therefore
anticipates the construction of 6.5 second units per year for the eight-year
planning period. Total second unit production is therefore estimated to be
52 units.

Summary of Site Inventory
2473

As described above, there are four types of housing sites in Portola Valley:
single family home sites, large parcels, affiliated housing sites, and sites for
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second units. The table below shows the number of existing sites that the
town would expect to develop by 2022 in each category under current town
policies, as set forth above. The table then compares these results with the
town’s Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) numbers.
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2473a

The table below shows that the Town of Portola Valley would provide more
than enough housing for households with extremely low incomes and with
above moderate incomes, and sufficient housing for moderate income
households, but not enough for very low or low income households.
However, state policies allow the extra housing for extremely low income
households to be counted towards housing needed for very low and low
income households. All together, 40 units of extremely low, very low and
low income housing are planned in this housing element, compared to the
36 units which are required to meet the Town’s RHNA. As a result, there are
sufficient sites to accommodate all of the housing need for Portola Valley.

Expected Sites for New Homes by 2022, Compared with Adjusted Housing Need
Ex Low
Very Low
Low
Moderate
Above
Total
Moderate
Sites for Housing Expected from 2014-2022
Single Family
0
0
0
0
26
26
Large Parcels
0
0
1
0
5
6
Affiliated
0
0
3
4
4
11
Second Units
26
0
10
11
5
52
Total Sites
26
0
14
15
40
95
RHNA
11
10
15
15
13
64
2473b

In addition, there is a vacant site that could be developed with affiliated
multifamily affordable housing under the town’s regulations (Site 40, the
Stanford Wedge). Because the property owner has not expressed any
interest in developing the site, it has not been included as a site that is
expected to develop by 2022. However, some development could
potentially occur on that site during the planning period.
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Goals & Policies
Goal 1
2475 Maintain and enhance the character and quality of Portola Valley’s residential
neighborhoods and the condition of its housing, and preserve the natural beauty of the
town’s scenic corridors and open spaces.
Policy 1A: Accommodate new residential development in a manner compatible with
the rural character of existing residential development.
Policy 1B: Continue to control the location, design and density of new residential
development in order to preserve regional open spaces, avoid areas of
seismic and geologic hazards, have minimal visual impact, create minimal
discernable effect on infrastructure capacity, and ensure the adequate
provision of safe and convenient access to public services.
Policy 1C: Require all housing units in the town to conform to the principles and
standards set forth in the general plan and town regulations, including that
all housing be subservient to the natural environment.
Goal 2
2476 Endeavor to provide opportunities for a diverse population, including for people of all
income levels and with special housing needs, particularly elderly residents and those
employed in Portola Valley, to live in the town.
Policy 2A: Accept and fulfill responsibility for a reasonable share of the regional need
for affordable housing.
Policy 2B: Encourage the creation of a diversity of housing options to meet the needs
of people in different stages of the life cycle and with different income
levels.
Policy 2C: Allow in-lieu funds to be used to reduce town fees for affordable or mixed
income housing developments, as well as for the purchase of land and the
construction of below market rate units.
Policy 2D: As possible, waive some fees, or portions of fees, for housing developments
with a majority of below market rate units.
Policy 2E:

Continue to encourage affordable housing that can be produced in
association with market rate housing and otherwise.

Policy 2F:

Distribute diverse and affordable housing options throughout the
community.

Policy 2G: Use an open and inclusive process when implementing housing policies and
programs, by consulting as appropriate with people with differing housing
needs and income levels, housing advocates, housing developers, property
owners, and the community at large.
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Goal 3
2477 As set forth in the Sustainability Element of this General Plan, encourage energy
conservation and green building practices, and adopt housing policies to reduce costs of
living, respect wildlife and plants and protect the environment.
Policy 3A: Continue to support energy efficient building and subdivision design that
protects solar access, and to allow solar installations.
Policy 3B: Continue to encourage cluster development in order to preserve resources
and encourage sustainability.
Policy 3C: Continue to require native landscaping, which reduces water and power
consumption, provides habitat, and helps to strengthen natural ecosystems
in town.
Policy 3D: Allow and encourage green building practices.
Policy 3E:

Design and locate housing to minimize impacts on wildlife and be
subservient to the environment.

Goal 4
2478 Work to address housing issues on a regional basis while preserving local control and
minimizing fiscal impacts on the town.
Policy 4A: Continue to participate in regional and county efforts to increase the
availability of affordable housing in the region and county, including housing
for people with special needs, while working to ensure that factors such as
size, geographical and seismic hazards, fire risks, and land dedicated to open
space are considered in establishing housing requirements.
Policy 4B: Support regional efforts to address the need for emergency and transitional
shelter.
Policy 4C: Preserve local control over zoning, diversified housing locations and design.
Policy 4D: Minimize the fiscal impact of new housing on the town.
Policy 4E:

Define housing needs in a manner recognizing the special cultural and
historic planning conditions for the town, including the agricultural and rural
history and a culture of respecting the environment.
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Programs, Quantified Objectives, and Action Plan
Program 1: Inclusionary Housing
2480

To implement a program from the 1990 housing element, the town adopted
an ordinance requiring developers to provide 15% of new lots to the town
for below market rate housing as part of every subdivision. The Town
received title to four lots as part of the Blue Oaks subdivision, but was not
able to find a developer to build below market rate units on the lots. To
avoid this problem in the future and strengthen the program, the Town
intends to revise the inclusionary housing program as described below.

2480a

The intention is to revise the program to require that developers build the
housing units when one or more units would be required under the
inclusionary housing program. As part of this revision, the percentage of
lots required for below market rate housing may need to be reduced. The
percentage should be based on a nexus study for affordable housing, such
as the study underway through the 21 Elements process in San Mateo
County. With the nexus study results, the town could also consider a
housing impact fee. In developing the revisions to this program, the town
will consult local developers and builders, and others experienced in the
provision of affordable housing, to ensure that the requirements are
realistic and that the program includes appropriate incentives.

2480b

Objective:

The town will amend the inclusionary housing program in
2015-16 to make it more effective by having developers of
larger subdivisions build the below market rate housing units.

Program 2: Affiliated Housing
2481

As established with the previous housing element, affiliated multifamily
housing projects are permitted on three sites—The Sequoias, Priory School
and the Stanford Wedge—shown on Exhibit 7 in the Site Inventory. This
program has the following features:
1.

Planned Unit Developments and Conditional Use Permits.
Multifamily housing on the Priory School site and the Sequoias have
and can be permitted through amendments of the CUPs governing
those projects. Development on the Stanford Wedge could be
accomplished pursuant to a CUP and/or a PUD . The PUD or CUP for a
multifamily housing project shall control the siting and design of
projects, the mix of units by income category of eligible occupants,
methods of controlling rents and/or resale prices, provisions for
ongoing management of the project and other matters deemed
appropriate by the town.
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2.

Inclusion of Market Rate Units. The purpose of this program is
primarily to provide affordable (below market rate) housing. The town
may permit the inclusion of market rate units in a project if it
determines they are necessary to make a project feasible. However,
substantially over half of the units in any multifamily affordable
housing project must be affordable to moderate, low or very low
income households. With the approval of the Planning Commission
and Town Council, an exception to this requirement may be made for
housing that is ancillary to the primary use of the site.

3.

Floor Area and Density. The floor area in multifamily housing projects
shall not exceed the total floor area which would be permitted for the
number of single family houses which would be allowed on the
property under existing zoning. The allowable floor area, together
with the amount of developable land, determines the density of
development on the site. At both the Woodside Priory and the
Sequoias, only a portion of the site could be used for residential
development. The paragraph below explains the potential floor area
and density for the Stanford Wedge site.
The Stanford Wedge site (Site 40 in the Site Inventory section) is the
only multifamily site that is largely vacant. A small stable is located on
the site, which could be removed if the site were developed. A small
portion of the site is located on the east side of Alpine Road.
Altogether, the Stanford Wedge includes 89 acres of land, most of
which is extremely steep with slopes in excess of 30%. The only
developable portion that has access is the relatively flat land adjacent
to and west of Alpine Road. After accounting for required site
setbacks, the developable portion of the site is approximately 3.5
acres in size. Under current regulations, up to 28.48 market rate
homes could be clustered together on this flat land, and as stated
above, more affordable multifamily homes could be built on the site as
long as the allowable floor area was the same. The Land Use Element
caps the density at no more than three times the number of market
rate units, and the number would be further limited by the town’s
development standards and the need to address environmental
impacts. During the 2014-2022 planning period, the town intends to
look more closely at the standards and density for potential
development of this parcel to ensure that they are appropriate. The
town is not counting any units from development of this parcel
towards its RHNA, and any adjustments would therefore not affect the
town’s ability to provide its share of the housing need.
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4.

Development Standards. All multifamily housing projects are
expected to meet the general plan, zoning, subdivision and site
development requirements that pertain to all residential development
in the town, including Resolution No. 2506-2010 as amended. These
standards are described earlier in this housing element, and include
provisions for road widths and right-of-ways as well as landscaping.
Current parking requirements are one parking space for each studio or
one-bedroom unit, and two parking spaces with two or more
bedrooms. Development standards may be adjusted through a PUD
where appropriate.
Particular care is expected to ensure the compatibility of the projects
with adjacent neighborhoods and the town’s rural environment.

2481a

5.

Occupancy. The town considers this program particularly suited to
providing housing for employees and others affiliated with the
institution that owns and manages the property. If units are provided
for sale, resale controls to preserve affordability will be required.

6.

Monitoring. Each year, staff will monitor the progress that has been
made on this program and report to the Planning Commission on the
progress compared with the goals set forth in this program. The
program will be revised if necessary to meet the goals.

Objective:

The town will continue to work with the owners of these three
properties to allow and encourage housing to be built on the
sites. Eleven additional housing units are approved for the
Priory under the current Master Plan, of which seven units
would be for households with moderate or low incomes. The
Priory has indicated that they intend to construct the units in
phases, and expect all of the units to be built by 2022. The
town has also started discussions with the Sequoias to
encourage employee housing at the site, and they are moving
forward internally to consider the options. Stanford
University has no plans for their site at this time. During the
planning period, however, the town will look more closely at
the development standards and density for the Stanford
Wedge in particular to ensure that they are appropriate. The
town will continue to contact all three owners on a regular
basis and assist them with any potential plans for providing
housing.
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Program 3: Second Units
2482

Second units provide most of the affordable housing in town, and are the
only type of affordable housing that can be produced in Portola Valley by
market forces without a significant subsidy. Town regulations allow second
units in most areas of the town. Surveys of second unit rental rates show
that most second units are affordable, both within Portola Valley and in San
Mateo County as a whole. Second units are particularly appropriate for
Portola Valley because of their compatibility with the rural nature of the
town and their ability to directly serve the need for affordable housing.

2482a

To strengthen the second unit program, Portola Valley is proposing three
amendments to its zoning ordinance in addition to the changes made to
implement previous housing element programs. These amendments were
identified as a priority by the Town Council in September 2014, and the
Town anticipates developing and adopting the ordinance amendments in
2015.

2482b

First, the town will amend its program to allow larger second units (up to
1,000 square feet rather than the current limit of 750 square feet) on lots
with two or more acres. This change is meant to address a concern stated
by some residents that the 750 square feet is too small to comfortably
house either themselves as they grow older, or their children’s families. The
town hopes that this amendment will begin to address this concern and
encourage more residents to build second units.

2482c

Second, the town will amend its ordinance to allow two second units to be
located on lots with 3.5 acres or more. Both second units will need to meet
the second unit requirements, including parking. In order to minimize
grading and site disturbance, and to preserve the general character of the
residential areas, one of the second units will need to be attached to the
main house. The other second unit could be detached. This change will
allow owners of larger properties to accommodate more housing,
particularly for family members and employees such as groundskeepers.

2482d

Third, the town will also amend its zoning code to allow staff level approval
of second units up to 750 square feet, rather than the current limit of 400
square feet, when no other permit is needed for the project. Projects that
would require a site development permit from the ASCC or Planning
Commission for grading or tree removal would need Commission approval,
for example. As part of implementing this item, the town will examine the
current performance standards for second units as set forth in the zoning
ordinance and amend them as necessary to provide further guidance for
staff in reviewing second unit applications.
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2482e

Finally, the town will monitor the number of second units being permitted
annually. If the number of second units being permitted is lower than the
number expected, the town will take action to increase second unit
production. This could include one or more of the following actions:
increasing publicity about the program, providing a floor area bonus for
larger second units on larger lots, holding a workshop on second units, or
reducing fees for second units.

2482f

Objective:

Over the previous planning period, an average of 5.3 second
units were constructed in Portola Valley each year, with an
increase through the planning period. Through the actions
described above, this rate is expected to increase to 6.5 units
per year. As a result, a total of 52 new second units are
expected to be built during the eight-year planning period.
These are likely to provide housing for the same income
categories as shown in the San Mateo County study
completed in December 2013. Based on a conservative
interpretation of that study, the 52 new second units will
result in 26 units for extremely low income households, 0 for
very low income, 10 for low income, 11 for moderate, and 5
for above moderate income households.
The town will monitor this program annually and take
additional steps to increase second unit production if
necessary.

Program 4: Shared Housing
2484

As discussed in the section on housing characteristics, homes in Portola
Valley tend to be large. For older residents who want to remain in their
homes, maintaining a large home while living on their own may be difficult.
One option would be to convert a portion of a home to a second unit.
Another option would be to simply find someone else to share the house.

2484a

The Human Investment Project for Housing (HIP Housing) is a nonprofit
organization that conducts a program in San Mateo County to match
housing “providers” with housing “seekers.” Rents are established on a case
by case basis and can sometimes be partly defrayed by services. Although
Portola Valley is currently in the area served by HIP Housing, there is no
formal arrangement with the organization. Portola Valley will continue to
work with the organization to increase publicity about its service in the
town. This could include providing additional information on the Town’s
website, distributing flyers and other printed information more broadly, or
holding information sessions for residents. The Town Council has identified
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this as a priority for the Town, and town staff will begin work on this early in
2015.
2484b

Objective:

Work with HIP Housing to improve publicity of its homesharing program to residents and employees, with the aim of
increasing the number of placements in town.

Program 5: Fair Housing
2487

Project Sentinel handles complaints of discrimination in the sale or rental of
housing and in the mediation of tenant/landlord disputes in Portola Valley
under the terms of a contract with San Mateo County. Information on this
program will be posted or otherwise made available at Town Hall and the
library, and on the town’s website.

2487a

Objective:

No housing units are expected to result from this program.
The town’s objective is to provide brochures or post
information sheets at Town Hall, the library and on the town’s
website to publicize this program.

Program 6: Energy Conservation and Sustainability
2488

Portola Valley has had a number of regulations that encourage energy
conservation for years. These include permitting solar installations, utilizing
subdivision regulations that protect solar access, and supporting energy
efficient design. In addition, most new development is clustered, which
reduces impacts on the land. The town also requires native landscaping,
which reduces the need for both water and energy. All of these policies and
regulations will continue.

2488a

Since 2008, the town has employed a Sustainability Manager, and in January
2009 adopted a Sustainability Element as part of its General Plan. In 2010,
the town adopted a Green Building Ordinance using the “Build It Green
Green Point Rated” system for all new homes, major remodeling projecs,
and additions. Also in 2010, the town adopted BAWSCA’s model Indoor
Water conservation Ordinance and Water Conservation in Landscaping
Ordinance (with reduced turf allowances).
In addition to the green building regulations and the water conservation
ordinances, the town has been encouraging energy and water efficiency in
existing homes through the state’s Energy Upgrade California program,
California Water Service’s rebate programs, and other voluntary measures
and tools developed by the town’s Sustainability Committee. In 2014, the
town will adopt a climate Action Plan, which builds on the Sustainability
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Element and includes measures that target energy and water conservation
in the residential sector.
2488b

Objective:

To continue existing green and energy conservation measures,
revise them when necessary, and and implement new
programs in accordance with the Sustainability Element and
the town’s future Climate Action Plan.

Program 7: Explore Future Housing Needs and Potential Housing Programs
2489

During the housing element update process, the town identified a need for
a longer-range “vision” for housing in Portola Valley. This program
therefore calls for the town to examine its likely housing needs beyond
2022, with the results potentially serving as a foundation for the next
housing element update.

2489a

The town would conduct a more detailed analysis of housing trends and
needs, with the intent of determining the best ways to address the town’s
needs moving forward. Various housing “best practices” as identified by the
State and advocacy groups could be considered to determine whether they
would be appropriate in town.

2489b

To date, two items have specifically been identified for further exploration.
Both of these are topics the town would like to consider but did not think
could be finalized in time to provide housing by 2022:
1. The possibility of expanding the affiliated housing program to
commercial sites, so that employers could provide employee housing
on commercial properties in town; and
2. Potential uses of the money in the Town’s in-lieu housing fund,
including the money from the sale of the Blue Oaks BMR lots, to
meet identified local affordable housing needs and provide
affordable housing to serve, at a minimum, eight moderate income
households.

2489c

Objective:

To analyze the town’s housing needs and trends, explore a
commercial affiliated employee housing program, identify
potential uses of money in the town’s in-lieu housing fund,
and examine other potential programs as appropriate to meet
the town’s future needs. The results of this program will help
to create a foundation for the 2022 housing element update.
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Program 8: Transitional and Supportive Housing Ordinance Amendment
2490

Due to clarifications of California law relative to transitional and supportive
housing, the Town’s municipal code needs to be amended so that it is fully
compliant. In order to comply, sections 18.12.010, 18.14.020, and
18.16.020 which list the permitted uses in the residential zoning districts
(the R-E, R-1, and M-R districts), need to be amended so that they no longer
restrict the number of persons in transitional and supportive housing when
those types of housing are located in single family homes.

2490a

Objective:

To amend the Town’s zoning ordinance to fully comply with
state law relative to transitional and supportive housing early
in 2015.

Quantified Objectives
2491

Based on the programs and housing trends discussed earlier in this housing
element, the Town of Portola Valley has established the following
quantified objectives. The objectives focus on new construction rather than
rehabilitation or conservation, because the need in Portola Valley is clearly
greatest for new construction. By meeting the quanitfied objectives shown
below, the town will provide for its share of the Regional Housing Needs
Allocation.
Quantified Objectives for Portola Valley
New Construction
Rehabilitation
Extremely Low
26
0
Very Low
0
0
Low
14
0
Moderate
15
0
Above Moderate
40
0
Total
95
0

Conservation
0
0
0
0
0
0

2491a

The quanitfied objectives shown in above chart are based on the
information provided in the Site Inventory. More details can be found that
section of the housing element, including the summary table at the end of
that section.

2491b

The new units will be provided through the towns’ second units program,
the affiliated/multifamily housing program, and market rate housing for
households with above moderate incomes.
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Action Plan
2493

The actions shown below will be taken to achieve the quantified objectives
and implement the programs described above.
Portola Valley 2014 Housing Element Action Plan

Action

Program

1.

Inclusionary
Housing

2.

Affiliated Hsg

3.

Affiliated Hsg

4.

Affiliated Hsg

5.

Affiliated Hsg

6.

Affiliated Hsg

7.

Second Units

8.

Second Units

9.

Shared
Housing

Action
Develop and adopt amendments to the Town’s
inclusionary housing program to require
developers of larger subdivisions to build housing.
The Town could consider a housing impact fee
instead of or in addition to the inclusionary
housing program. Consult with local developers
and builders in carrying out this program.
Continue to allow 11 additional affiliated
multifamily units to be constructed at the Priory
School, and expedite processing of applications to
built the units as possible
Continue discussions and work with the Sequoias
to encourage construction of employee housing
Amend Section 18.44.060.I of the Zoning
Ordinance to reflect the current name and section
number for this program
Review the development standards and density
for the Stanford Wedge to ensure they are
appropriate.
Continue discussions with Stanford University
concerning potential residential development of
the Wedge property.
Amend the zoning ordinance to allow: a) second
units up to 1,000 sf on lots with 2+ acres; b) two
second units on lots with 3.5+ acres, one of which
must be attached; and c) staff level review and
approval of second units up to 750 square feet
when no other permit is needed. As part of this
action, amend the performance standards for
second units to provide further guidance for stafflevel approvals.
Monitor the number of second units being
permitted annually and take action to increase
second unit production if fewer units are
permitted than is anticipated. The monitoring will
be done in conjunction with the annual housing
element report and will be reported to the
Planning Commission and Town Council in the
spring of each year.
Continue to support HIP Housing, and work with
their staff to improve publicity in order to
increase placements in town.

Responsible
Party
Planning staff

2015-16

Planning staff

Ongoing

Town staff

Ongoing

Planning staff

2015

Planning staff

2016-17

Planning staff

Ongoing

Planning staff

2015

Planning staff

Ongoing

Planning staff

2015
and
ongoing
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10.

Fair Housing

11.

Energy
Conservation

12.

Future
Programs

13.

Transitional
& Supportive

Continue to participate in the County-wide fair
housing program and address concerns as
necessary.
Continue green and energy conservation
measures, revise as needed, and implement new
programs in accordance with the Sustainability
Element and the future Climate Action Plan.
Explore future housing needs beyond 2022 and
potential ways to address those needs. Two
possibilities to examine are 1) the possibility of
expanding the affiliated housing program to
commercial sites for employee housing; and 2)
potential uses of the money in the Town’s in-lieu
housing fund.
Amend the Town’s zoning ordinance to fully
comply with current state law regarding
transitional and supportive housing.

Planning staff

Ongoing

Town staff

Ongoing

Town staff

Ongoing

Town staff

2015
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